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Abstract

This paper investigates the status of the lexicon and the possibilities for expressing lexical gener-
alizations in the paradigm of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). We illustrate that
the architecture readily supports the use of implicational principles to express generalizations over
a class of word objects. A second kind of lexical generalizations expressing relations between
classes of words is often expressed in terms of lexical rules. We show how lexical rules can be
integrated into the formal setup for HPSG developed by King (1989, 1994), investigate a lexical
rule specification language allowing the linguist to only specify those properties which are sup-
posed to differ between the related classes, and define how this lexical rule specification language
is interpreted. We thereby provide a formalization of lexical rules as used in HPSG.

Key words: vertical and horizontal lexical generalizations, HPSG, lexical principles, macros, lexical
rules, lexical rule specification language, frame problem, speciate re-entrant logic (SRL)

The lexicon plays a prominent role in the paradigm of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(HPSG, Pollard & Sag 1994), a linguistic framework which assumes information-rich lexical rep-
resentations and emphasizes the role of lexical generalizations. Following Flickinger (1987) one can
distinguish two kinds of regularities within the lexicon: one is sometimes referred to asvertical, the
other ashorizontal. Vertical generalizations express that certain properties are common to all words
of a single class or subclass. For example, in Pollard & Sag (1994) all finite verbs are taken to lexi-
cally assign nominative case to their subject. Horizontal generalizations, on the other hand, express a
“systematic relationship holding between two word classes, or more precisely, between the members
of one class and the members of another class” (Flickinger 1987:105). A common example for such a
horizontal regularity is the relationship between active verbs and their passive counterparts (cf., e.g.,
Bresnan 1982, Pollard & Sag 1987).

In this paper, we discuss how these two kinds of lexical generalizations can be expressed in HPSG as
formalized by theSpeciate Re-entrant Logic(SRL) of King (1989, 1994) and show how that formal
setup can be extended to include lexical rules as a means for expressing horizontal generalizations.
We motivate and specify a lexical rule specification language and define how it is formally interpreted
in terms of King’s formal setup, thereby providing a formalization of lexical rules for the HPSG
paradigm.

1 Vertical generalizations

1.1 Abbreviations and their theoretical irrelevance

Vertical generalizations are often encoded by some mechanism which allows the abbreviation of a
lexical specification (macros, templates, frames, etc.). Once an abbreviation is defined, it can be used
in the specification of each lexical entry in a class. By defining an abbreviation in such a way that
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it refers to an already defined one, it is possible to organize abbreviations for lexical specification in
a hierarchical fashion. According to Pollard (p.c.) this is the setup that was assumed to underly the
so-called lexical hierarchy discussed in Pollard & Sag (1987: ch. 8.1). Since the method allows for
a compact specification of the lexicon, it is widely used for grammar implementation. Furthermore,
the use of abbreviations in the presentation of a theory or the discussion of example analyses can
serve the expository purpose of focusing the reader’s attention on those aspects of the theory which
are central to the discussion.

From a theoretical perspective, macros are far less useful. Starting with the formalism as such, macros
are not part of the formal setup of HPSG provided in King (1989, 1994). However, in Richter (1997,
1999, 2000) and Richter et al. (1999) the setup of King’s SRL is extended with relations. The re-
sultingRelational Speciate Re-entrant Language(RSRL) makes it possible to refer to the argument
of a relation instead of having to repeat the bundle of specifications used in defining it.1 But even
if a formalization of macros were provided, what impact can abbreviations have on the adequacy of
a theory? Let us first consider the question of observational adequacy of a theory, i.e., whether a
particular theory licenses the grammatical signs of a particular language and rules out the ungram-
matical ones. An abbreviation and the set of descriptions which are abbreviated describe the same
objects. A theory written down using abbreviations and the same theory written down without them
thus make exactly the same predictions. In other words, the use of abbreviations makes no difference
regarding observational adequacy. While it could be argued that observational adequacy has been ne-
glected in the generative tradition, it remains the central empirical criterion distinguishing linguistic
theories for a particular language. In fact, observational adequacy has played a central role for the
work in the HPSG paradigm, which has largely focused on the explicit empirical characterization of
particular languages as a necessary first step towards achieving descriptive or explanatory adequacy.
In conclusion, for most of the work in the HPSG paradigm, abbreviations play no theoretical role.

Regarding more abstract levels of adequacy, the potential role of abbreviations is less transparent.
Descriptive adequacy can be understood as empirical adequacy of a parameterized core theory across
languages. While Pollard & Sag (1994:14) are explicit in stating that they “take it to be the cen-
tral goal of linguistic theory to characterize what it is that every linguistically mature human being
knows by virtue of being a linguistic creature, namely, universal grammar”, an investigation of what
constitutes the universal core of an HPSG grammar and how this can be parameterized for a specific
language as far as we see has largely been postponed until more elaborate observationally adequate
theories of particular languages have been established – and we believe this to be a very reasonable
choice. But with the mid-term goal of developing a descriptively adequate theory in mind, one could
use macros in the formulation of current theories as a placeholder abstracting over language specific
realizations. For example, when formulating some principle restricting finite sentences, one could use
a macroS-finas the antecedent of a principle to abstract away from the possible realizations of finite
clauses in different languages. Taking descriptive adequacy seriously would, however, require replac-
ing such a use of macro placeholders with proper parameters as part of a meta-theory2 of universals
and parameters in an HPSG architecture of grammar.

Macros also fail to express vertical generalizations with respect to the notion of a lexical class that
was at the basis of the original idea of vertical generalizations. The problem is that when one uses
macros, the criterion determining which elements belong to a specific lexical class over which some
generalization is to be expressed is not part of the grammar. Whether an abbreviation is used in the
specification of lexical entries and where this is done is decided by the grammar writer on the basis
of personal preference or some kind of meta regime which (s)he follows in writing the grammar, but
it does not follow from anything in the grammar itself.3 That no generalization in a theoretically

1On the computational side, the idea to express macros just like other kinds of relations is incorporated in the ConTroll
system (G̈otz & Meurers 1995, 1997a,b). To be efficient this requires a dedicated computational treatment of deterministic
relations.

2That a meta-level is involved here is clearly expressed in the discussion ofdescriptive adequacy, where Chomsky
(1965:24) states that “a linguistic theory must contain a definition of ‘grammar,’ that is, a specification of the class of po-
tential grammars.”

3The mnemonic names often given to macros can give the impression of non-arbitrariness to such abbreviations. On formal
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meaningful sense is expressed can be seen from the fact that no predictions which could potentially
be proven to be incorrect are made by such an encoding. Assume that some word does not obey the
restrictions encoded in the abbreviation which is intended to capture the properties of its class (and
thus normally is used in the specification of lexical entries licensing the words in that class). Nothing
in the grammar requires us to use the abbreviation in the lexical entry of the problematic word, i.e.,
no conflict arises from providing a lexical entry for the problematic word.

Finally, due to the theory-external role of abbreviations, a possibly present hierarchical structure of
the abbreviations is not reflected in the theory either. The hierarchical structure of abbreviations
stands in no formal relationship to the hierarchical organization of types in the linguistic ontology as
defined in the type hierarchy of an HPSG grammar.

1.2 Lexical principles

A mechanism for expressing vertical lexical generalization needs to be able to encode implicational
statements of the form: If a word is described byD, then it also has to be described byE in order to
be grammatical. Crucially, this expresses a generalization over all objects described by the antecedent
that can be falsified if one finds grammatical linguistic objects which satisfy the antecedent but violate
the consequent. Such a mechanism is readily available in the HPSG architecture assumed in Pollard
& Sag (1994), where implicational constraints are the normal method used to express generalizations
about phrases, such as the Head Feature Principle.

But which kind of antecedents are to be used as antecedents of the principles encoding the vertical
lexical generalizations? The antecedent of a lexical principle can be any description specifying the set
of words to which the generalization is supposed to apply, for example, the conjunctive description
of all words which are verbal and have a finite verb form. If it turns out that the linguistic ontology
on which the theory is based is not rich enough to pick out all and only those words which a gener-
alization is supposed to apply to, the signature4 declaring this ontology needs to be extended.5 The
idea to introduce such missing class-distinguishing properties as ordinary types is already discussed
by Riehemann (1993:56) as an alternative to the ‘lexical types’ of Pollard & Sag (1987: ch. 8.1) con-
ceived as a hierarchy of abbreviations.

The already present or newly introduced properties which are referred to in the antecedent in order to
single out the relevant class of elements are an explicit part of the linguistic ontology, i.e., the model.
An attempt to avoid falsification of a generalization encoded in a lexical principle would therefore
have an observable effect on grammar denotation since it would require changing those properties
of an object which cause it to be picked out as part of the specific class a principle applies to. This
contrasts with the abbreviation setup discussed above, where one can avoid falsification of a supposed
generalization by not using the macro in the problematic case without changing the denotation of a
grammar.

Let us illustrate the idea of lexical principles with an example. For English, Pollard & Sag (1994:30)
propose to assign nominative case to the subject of finite verbs as part of their lexical entries. Instead
of specifying in the lexical entry of each finite verb with a nominal subject that the subject bears
nominative case, one could formulate a lexical principle to ensure nominative case assignment as a
generalization over all such verbs. To do so, we first need to check whether the ontology assumed
by Pollard & Sag (1994:396ff & ch. 9) is rich enough to single out the set of words which are verbs
that have a finite verb-form and subcategorize for a nominal subject. The typeword is introduced as

grounds, however, a macro is nothing but an arbitrary symbol representing an arbitrary collection of descriptions. A discussion
of the parallel misuse of such naming schemes in Artificial Intelligence can be found in McDermott (1981).

4The signature consists of the type hierarchy specifying what type of objects we will talk about and the appropriateness
conditions declaring which properties of which type of objects we want to include in our model. The signature thus defines
the vocabulary that can be used when writing down the theory.

5Where to introduce a new distinction in case the ontology does not yet make it possible to pick out the relevant class of
objects depends on the particular kind of class which is to be singled out. For example, for lexical classes which are subclasses
of categorial distinctions, the most appropriate location would be to introduce them as subtypes in the hierarchy belowhead,
where certain categorial distinctions are already encoded.
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a subtype ofsign, and the different categories of signs are represented by subtypes ofhead. Thehead
subtypeverbhas the additional attributeVFORM with finiteas one of its appropriate values. Note that
these distinctions are encoded underheadin order to make them subject to the Head Feature Princi-
ple which percolates theheadinformation along the head projection. Finally, the subcategorization
requirements are encoded by theVALENCE attributes (which are appropriate forcategoryobjects to
ensure that they are mediated as part of an unbounded dependency construction). The particular va-
lence attributeSUBJallows us to refer to the subject, so that together with theheadsubtypenounwe
can single out verbs with nominal subjects. The independently motivated ontology defined by Pollard
& Sag (1994) thus is rich enough to single out the relevant subclass of words we want to generalize
over. We can therefore proceed to formulate the simple lexical principle in figure 1 to express the
generalization that nominative case is assigned to the subject requirement of each finite verbal word
which has a nominal subject.6




word

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT


HEAD

[
verb
VFORM finite

]
VAL |SUBJ

〈[
LOC|CAT|HEAD noun

]〉



 →

[
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|VAL |SUBJ

〈[
LOC|CAT|HEAD|CASE nominative

]〉]

Figure 1: A lexical principle assigning nominative case

Complex vs. type antecedents The sketched approach of expressing lexical generalizations with
lexical principles (Meurers 1997) bears a lot of similarities to the principles in the work of Sag (1997),
who sub-classifies phrasal types and uses principles to express generalizations about nonlocal spec-
ification. It also is very similar to the lexical generalizations expressed in Bouma et al. (2001). One
formal difference between their and our approach is that they only make use of type antecedents,
whereas we employ complex descriptions as antecedents of the lexical principles. This difference
deserves some attention since a significant part of the more recent HPSG literature seems to be lim-
iting itself to the use of principles with type antecedents – even though, as far as we are aware, no
argument has ever been made as to why such a setup would be preferable. Quite to the contrary, as
we show below, there are clear advantages to using complex antecedents.

From a formal perspective, implicational constraints with complex antecedents and those with type
antecedents are both well-formed expressions of the HPSG description language defined in King
(1989, 1994) and they are interpreted in the same way as any other formula of that language: as the
set of objects described by that formula. In particular, using implicational statements with complex
antecedents does not require something additional, like a conversion into a disjunctive normal form,
in order to be interpreted.

From a linguistic perspective, we believe that complex antecedents of implicational constraints are
advantageous since they make it possible to use the articulate data structure of HPSG to refer to the
relevant subset of objects for which some generalization is intended to be expressed. Restricting one-
self to type antecedents, one needs to introduce types for every set of objects to which a generalization
applies, which duplicates specifications in case the information was already encoded under one of the
feature paths for independent linguistic reasons.

Take, for example, the simple lexical principle we defined in figure 1 to express the generalization
that nominative case is assigned to the subject of finite verbs which select a nominal subject. We
saw above that each of the specifications used in the complex antecedent to single out the relevant
subclass of words refers to an independently motivated part of the already defined ontology. If one
instead wants to use a type antecedent for this principle, one has to introduce new subtypes ofword

6For space reasons, some of the attribute names are abbreviated in the figure.
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that duplicate the ontological distinctions which are already encoded elsewhere in the ontology for
well-motivated and still applicable reasons. More concretely, one needs to introduce a typeverbal-
word as one of the subtypes ofword and this new type must have a type likefinite-verbal-wordas
one of its subtypes. Furthermore, one has to separate those finite verbal words which have a nomi-
nal subject from those which do not, so thatfinite-verbal-wordhas to havefinite-verbal-word-with-
nominal-subjectas one of its subtypes.7 Additionally one has to introduce (at least) three further
subtypes to represent each of the other possibilities, i.e.,non-verbal-word, non-finite-verbal-word,
andfinite-verbal-word-without-nominal-subject. Apart from having to introduce these six types lack-
ing independent motivation, one also has to specify a principle for each type as shown in figure 2 to
ensure that the independently motivated and required ontological distinctions encoded elsewhere in
a sign, which the new subtypes are supposed to duplicate, are actually associated with the respective
new subtype.

verbal-word→
[

word
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD verb

]

finite-verbal-word→
[

verbal-word
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD|VFORM fin

]

finite-verbal-word-with-nominal-subject→
[

finite-verbal-word

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|VAL |SUBJ
〈[

LOC|CAT|HEAD noun
]〉]

Figure 2: Principles needed to ensure the new subtypes are properly associated with the duplicated
ontological distinctions

The problem which arises at this point is that even though the principles in figure 2 ensure that,
for example, each object of typeverbal-wordbears the relevant specification of its head type, noth-

ing enforces that every object described by
[

word
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD verb

]
is also described by the type

verbal-word. To enforce this, two things are required: Firstly, one has to share the (standard SRL)
assumption that the most specific subtypes partition the entire domain, which is sometimes called
the closed-world assumption (Gerdemann & King 1994, Gerdemann 1995). And second, one has to
define principles associating the sister types of the newly introduced types with properties which are
incompatible with those associated with the newly introduced types themselves.8 For our example,
this means one additionally has to define the three principles in figure 3.9

non-verbal-word→
[

word
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD ¬ verb

]

non-finite-verbal-word→
[

verbal-word
SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD|VFORM ¬ fin

]

finite-verbal-word-without-nominal-subject→
[

finite-verbal-word

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|VAL |SUBJ ¬
〈[

LOC|CAT|HEAD noun
]〉]

Figure 3: Additional principles needed to ensure the new subtypes are properly implied by the dupli-
cated ontological distinctions

7Note that the mnemonic names given to such types formally have no more meaning than a simple constant liket. McDer-
mott (1981) discusses the inherent danger of such naming schemes, which give rise to the fidelity fallacy: an observer believes
that what a symbol actually denotes within a formal system is what the observer expects it to denote (Murray 1995:8).

8Alternatively, one could turn the implications (→) in figure 2 into biconditionals (↔). This would create complex an-
tecedents though, which defeats the original mission to use only type antecedents.

9The principles in figure 3 make use of negation (¬) to compactly single out the complement of the consequents of figure 2.
Under the standard closed-world assumption, these negations can be eliminated by disjunctively enumerating all possibilities.
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At this point one finally has the typefinite-verbal-word-with-nominal-subjectavailable to describe
the same set of objects as the antecedent of the principle we saw in figure 1. The same principle can
now be expressed with a type antecedent as shown in figure 4.

finite-verbal-word-with-nominal-subject→
[

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|VAL |SUBJ
〈[

LOC|CAT|HEAD|CASE nominative
]〉]

Figure 4: The principle assigning nominative case with a type antecedent

Concluding the discussion of the example, we believe it clearly demonstrates that a setup includ-
ing principles with complex antecedents has significant advantages over one employing only type
antecedents. A restriction to type antecedents entails a substantial duplication of ontological dis-
tinctions which for well-motivated reasons are encoded elsewhere in the ontology, and it makes it
necessary to define special principles correlating the new types with the duplicated properties.

Surfacing from the discussion of particular encodings of vertical generalizations at this point, we
showed that the HPSG architecture readily supplies the formal ingredients necessary to express verti-
cal generalizations as implicational constraints. In the main part of the paper we therefore concentrate
on the formally less developed field of horizontal generalizations.

2 Horizontal Generalizations

Lexical rules are a powerful tool for capturing horizontal generalization in the lexicon (Carpenter
1991) and they are widely used in linguistic proposals expressed in the HPSG architecture. However,
while a formal foundation for basic HPSG theories is provided by King (1989, 1994), until recently
no such formal basis had been given to lexical rules.10 In this paper we want to investigate the
fundamental question: What are lexical rules as they are commonly written down in HPSG supposed
to mean? Based on our previous work (Meurers 1994, 1995, 2000, Meurers & Minnen 1997), this
paper provides an answer to this question.11

A second question, which also deserves to be answered if lexical rules are to play a theoretically
interesting role in linguistics concerns the powerful nature of lexical rules mentioned above: What
are linguistically motivated restrictions on the range of possible lexical rules? Or more concretely:
What generalizations holding across lexical rules are there and how can they be expressed? While
the answers to these two questions are beyond the scope of this paper, the question of generalizations
across lexical rules and methods for expressing these is closely tied to the way in which lexical rules
are formalized. At the end of introducing the formal basis of our lexical rule proposal in section 3.2.2,
we therefore show how this formalization of lexical rules makes it possible to express generalizations
over lexical rules in a straightforward way.

Lexical rules in the HPSG literature usually look like the one shown in figure 5, which is modeled
after the rule proposed by Pollard & Sag (1987:215) to relate passive and active verbs. Note that we
use the7→ operator for lexical rules to distinguish them from the lexical principles using implication
(→) as discussed in the last section.

On an intuitive level, the effect that this rule is supposed to have is clear: anything in the grammar
that corresponds to the AVM on the left-hand side of the rule should get related to something that
corresponds to the AVM on the right-hand side. So why is this intuitive understanding not sufficient?

10Briscoe & Copestake (1999) provide an interesting discussion of lexical rules in a typeddefault feature structure frame-
work (Lascarides et al. 1996, Lascarides & Copestake 1999), which is an extension of aKasper-Roundslogic (Rounds &
Kasper 1986, Moshier & Rounds 1987, Carpenter 1992). The ontological assumptions and formal properties of a Kasper-
Rounds logic differ in crucial respects from those of anAttribute-Valuelogic (Johnson 1988, Smolka 1988, King 1989), and
King (1994) shows that only the latter is compatible with the assumptions of HPSG as proposed in Pollard & Sag (1994). Since
it is unclear how defaults could be integrated into an Attribute-Value logic and therefore into the setup of HPSG discussed here,
a discussion of default formalizations of lexical rules is beyond the scope of this paper.

11The question how to process with lexical rules as formalized in this paper is not discussed here; it is the topic of Meurers
& Minnen (1997).
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CATEGORY




HEAD

[
verb
VFORM psp

]

VAL

[
SUBJ

〈
NP 1

〉
COMPS

〈
NP 2 | 3

〉]



 7→


CATEGORY




HEAD

[
verb
VFORM pas

]

VAL

[
SUBJ

〈
NP 2

〉
COMPS 3 ⊕

〈(
PP

[
by

]
1

)〉
]





Figure 5: A passive lexical rule

To begin with, the rule in figure 5 just consists of two AVMs separated by an arrow, but a lexical
rule is supposed to be some kind ofrelation. Is there any systematic way to specify what relation the
notation in figure 5 denotes? An answer to this question presupposes a discussion of the following
subquestions: First, what does it mean to “correspond” to the left-hand side of the rule? Is the input
required to be as specific as the AVM on the left-hand side or is it sufficient for the input not to contain
incompatible specifications?

Second, given some input to the rule, what should the corresponding output be? Intuitively, of course,
it is supposed to look something like the right-hand side of the rule. But most linguists agree that it
should not look exactly like the right-hand side; it is also supposed to retain some of the properties
of the input. Sometimes what is intended is explained informally in the following way: change the
input only in ways that the right-hand side of the rule tells us to change it, and leave everything else
the same. But the right-hand side of the rule is not an algorithm; it’s only a description. How are we
supposed to know what this piece of syntax is telling us to do to the inputs? And, are ordinary AVMs
enough to express intended changes to the input in a compact and unambiguous way?

Third, what kinds of things are the inputs and outputs to lexical rules? That is, most linguists agree
that a lexical rule is some kind of relation, but what exactly does it relate? Pollard & Sag (1994) state
that lexical rules are relations between lexical entries, which are descriptions of sets of words, and
this is the line pursued in Calcagno (1995). Meurers (1995), however, argues that lexical rules are
better treated as relations between the objects that lexical entries denote, i.e., as relations between
words. And indeed some passages in Pollard & Sag (1994) seem only to be consistent with this latter
approach. So which approach captures the intentions, if any?

Finally, assuming that we arrive at satisfactory answers to all of the above, how can lexical rules
be integrated into a grammar in such a way as to license the desired relationships among lexical
elements. That is, if lexical rules relate lexical entries, then what is the proper place in the grammar
for meta-rules of this type? And if lexical rules relate word objects, how can a lexicon including
lexical rules be expressed as part of the theory?

In the following, we propose one set of answers to the above questions in the hope that the lexical
rule specification language and its interpretation which we define provides a sensible formalization
for lexical rules as they are commonly used in HPSG.

3 The lexicon in the HPSG architecture

Generally speaking, a grammar in the frameworks of GB, LFG, GPSG, and early versions of HPSG
includes a way to license constituent structure and a lexicon licensing the words grounding the re-
cursion. The lexicon often is highly specified and information-rich, so that the question naturally
arises as to whether the information within the lexicon can be structured in such a way as to capture
generalizations about classes of words with common behavior or to eliminate redundant specification
across entries. Lexical rules have been used to express such generalizations.

In the last decade, however, as the logical foundations of HPSG have been explicated in more detail
(King 1989, 1994), the notion of a grammar has been simplified to a point where, from a formal
point of view, no distinction is made between lexical entries, syntactic rules or any other grammatical
statement. An HPSG theory is simply a set of descriptions; some of those descriptions constrain
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phrases, while others describe words. In this framework, the lexicon can be thought of as a disjunctive
constraint on objects of a certain sort, usually the sortword. But any number of principles can be
specified in the theory to state generalizations about word objects. As a result, the lexical entries
comprising the lexicon as part of the disjunctive constraint on words are less specific and have lost
their unique position in specifying lexical information. This suggests that the concept of a lexicon
and lexical rules as outside of the theory in the formal sense of King (1989, 1994) are redundant in
that one should be able to provide an interpretation of lexical rules on a par with other generalizations
in the theory, i.e., as a relation on word objects.

Of course, this does not mean that lexical rules as they existed before, cannot play any role in current
HPSG. Rather, it shows that lexical rules as specified by the linguist can be interpreted in two ways –
as meta-descriptions relatinglexical entries(Calcagno 1995), or as descriptions relatingword objects
(Meurers 1995). To distinguish the two approaches in the discussion, a lexical rule under the former
approach is called aMeta-level Lexical Rule(MLR), while a lexical rule in the latter setup is referred
to as aDescription-Level Lexical Rule(DLR).

3.1 Defining the basic lexicon

Corresponding to the two conceptions of a grammar introduced above, there are two options for
integrating the lexicon into the HPSG architecture. The first integrates the lexicon as external to the
theory and forms the basis of the MLR approach to lexical rules, whereas the second defines the
lexicon as part of the theory as needed for the DLR formalization.

3.1.1 The lexicon as a set external to the theory

In a traditional perspective distinguishing a lexicon from other grammatical constraints, the natural
move is to extend the notion of an HPSG grammar by introducing thelexicon as an extra set of
descriptions of word objects. Alexical entrythen is an element of this set.12 More formally, under
this view, a grammar is a tripleG = < Σ,Θ, L >, with Σ a signature (declaring the linguistic
ontology),Θ a theory (a set of descriptions that has to be true of every grammatical object), andL
a lexicon (a set of descriptions of objects of typeword). The denotation of a grammar, then, is the
denotation ofΘ with the additional restriction that those elements that are of typeword also have to
satisfy (at least) one lexical entry. The denotation of a grammar thus is a subset of the denotation of
its theory.

3.1.2 The lexicon as part of the theory

The second possibility for expressing alexiconin the HPSG architecture is to include it in the theory
as an ordinary implicational constraint on word objects (Meurers 1994:25; Höhle 1996a) like the one
shown in figure 6.

word → D1 ∨D2 ∨ . . . ∨Dn

Figure 6: The lexicon defined as part of the theory

A constraint of this form is sometimes called theWord Principle, with eachDi (1 ≤ i ≤ n, n finite)
a lexical entry, i.e., a description of word objects. Unlike in the first setup, in the Word Principle
approach no extension of the notion of an HPSG theory and its interpretation is required. The lexicon
is a constraint like all other constraints in the theory and is interpreted in the standard way.

12Please note the terminology used here and throughout the paper: Thelexicon is a collection of lexical entries and each
lexical entryis a description of a set of word objects. Sometimes we will simply speak ofwordswhen we mean word objects
(but never for lexical entries).
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An interesting formal point to note about the Word Principle is that since the length of a description
in SRL, just as in standard first-order logic, is required to be finite, the word principle formalization
restricts us to a finite set of lexical entries. It is possible to license an infinite number ofword objects,
though, since in principle any description can have an infinite denotation.

Höhle (1996b) remarks that Pollard & Sag (1994:395, fn. 1) conceive the basic lexicon to be an
“exclusivedisjunction of descriptions”. This implies a complication of the word principle of figure 6
in order to make all disjuncts exclusive, for example as shown in figure 7.

word → (D1 ∧ ¬D2 ∧ ¬D3 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Dn)
∨ (D2 ∧ ¬D1 ∧ ¬D3 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Dn)
...
∨ (Dn ∧ ¬D1 ∧ ¬D2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Dn−1)

Figure 7: Complicating the lexicon to obtain exclusive disjunctions

It has, however, never been argued why every word should only be described by exactly one dis-
junct. Furthermore, checking whether a specific word is licensed by a lexicon in such a setup would
require considering all descriptionsD or the negation thereof – a highly complex task which is vir-
tually impossible for any larger lexicon. We therefore follow Höhle (1996b) in considering such a
complication of the word principle to be unjustified.

3.2 Extending the lexicon with lexical rules

Now that we have a formal characterization of a basic lexicon, we can turn to the issue of extending
this lexicon with lexical rules. We start with lexical rules under the MLR approach before showing
how lexical rules as DLRs can be integrated into the theory.

3.2.1 Extending the lexicon with MLRs

An MLR is a binary relation between descriptions, which for any description in the domain of the
relation (the input entry) will produce a set of descriptions (the output entries). MLRs expand a finite
base lexicon by licensing additional lexical entries much in the same way that meta-rules in GPSG
(Gazdar et al. 1985) were thought of as expanding a basic set of phrase structure rules by licensing
additional phrase structure rules.

Calcagno & Pollard (1995) provide the following definition which uses a least fixed point construction
to define a full lexicon on the basis of a base lexicon and a set of lexical rules:

DEFINITION 1 (Full Lexicon under MLR approach) We assume a finite setR = {r1,
. . . , rk} of binary relations between formulas, called lexical rules, and a finite set of base lexical
entriesB = {β1, . . . , βl}. Then the full set of lexical entries is the least setL such that:

• B ⊂ L; and

• for all λ ∈ L andr ∈ R such thatr(λ, φ), φ ∈ L.

The full lexicon is defined as the relational closure of the base lexicon under the set of lexical rules.
The base lexical entries in the setB are specified by the linguist; the full set of lexical entries is
obtained by adding each description to the lexicon set which is related to a base or an already derived
lexical entry via one of the lexical rule relationsr.
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Some consequences of an MLR formalization As long as the closure under lexical rule applica-
tion, the full lexicon setL in definition 1 is finite, it is possible to formally express the lexicon either
as a distinguished set of descriptions of word objects or as disjuncts on the right-hand side of a Word
Principle. The mentioned meta-rules of GPSG were in fact restricted so that only a finite number
of phrase structure rules were produced. However, restricting lexical rule application in this way
appears to be empirically inadequate or at least in contradiction to the development of HPSG: most
current HPSG analyses of Dutch, German, Italian, and French make use of infinite lexica. This is, for
example, the case for all proposals working with verbal lexical entries which raise the arguments of a
verbal complement in the style of Hinrichs & Nakazawa (1989) that also use lexical rules such as the
Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (Pollard & Sag 1994) or the Complement Cliticization Lexical
Rule (Miller & Sag 1993, Monachesi 1999) to operate on those raised elements. Also an analysis
treating adjunct extraction via lexical rules (Van Noord & Bouma 1994) results in an infinite lexicon.
Finally, Carpenter (1991) provides examples from the English verbal system for which recursive rule
application and hence a potentially infinite lexicon seems necessary.

Let us illustrate one of these examples in which an infinite number of lexical entries (not the words
described) arises in an MLR setup: the interaction of argument raising with the Complement Extrac-
tion Lexical Rule. In figure 8 we see the essential aspect of the lexical entry for the German auxiliary
haben, namely the argument raising specification introduced by Hinrichs & Nakazawa (1989) and
used in most current HPSG analyses of Germanic and Romance languages. The idea behind the ar-
gument raising specification is that such verbs are supposed to combine in a head cluster with the
head of their verbal complement. Essentially incorporating the idea of functional composition from
categorial grammar (Geach 1970), the unrealized arguments of the selected complement are taken
over by the selecting head. 


PHON <haben>

COMPS

〈
HEAD

[
verb
VFORM psp

]
COMPS 1


| 1

〉


Figure 8: Argument raising in the lexical entry of a German auxiliary

In figure 8, one of the complements which this perfect auxiliaryhabensubcategorizes for is its past
participle verbal complement. The rest of theCOMPSlist (after the| operator in the figure) is specified
to be identical to the list of complements which are subcategorized for by the verbal complement.
The exact number of complements thus is not fixed in the lexical entry. Note that this property is
not just an artefact of ignoring that somewhere down the line of even the longest chain of auxiliaries
in a sentence, there will be a full verb serving as verbal complement which has a fixed number of
complements. Certain argument raising verbs subcategorize for a nominal object in addition to the
verbal complement, in particular the so-calledAccusativum-cum-Infinitivum(AcI) verbs such assee,
hear, or let. Since AcI verbs can embed each other, regarding the generative potential of the language
there thus is no upper limit on the number of complements subcategorized for by a verb.

The Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (CELR) as provided by Pollard & Sag (1994:378) is shown
in figure 9.13 The essential effect of the rule is that it removes the element tagged3 from theCOMPS


ARG-ST

〈
. . . , 3 ,. . .

〉
COMPS

〈
. . . , 3

[
LOC 1

]
,. . .

〉
INHER|SLASH 2


 7→


ARG-ST

〈
. . . , 4

[
LOC 1 , INHER|SLASH

{
1
}]

,. . .
〉

COMPS
〈

. . . . . .
〉

INHER|SLASH
{

1
}
∪ 2




Figure 9: The Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (Pollard & Sag 1994)

list of the input in order for this element to be realized non-locally, e.g., as a topicalized constituent.
The output of the lexical rule thus has one less element on theCOMPS list and can again serve as

13We renamed theSUBCAT attribute of the original lexical rule to the now more commonARG-ST.
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input to the CELR. The question we are interested in is: How many lexical entries result from the
application of the CELR to the entry of the auxiliary we saw in figure 8? Given that we showed above
that the length of theCOMPS list of an entry is not fixed, at least when argument raising verbs are
included in a grammar, the answer has to be that the CELR under the MLR perspective produces an
infinite number of lexical entries when applied to the lexical entry of an argument raising verb.

A consequence of such theories licensing infinite lexica is that it commits the MLR approach to a
view of the lexicon as a set outside of the theory. This is the case since in SRL it is not possible to
specify an infinite disjunction as a description.14

Another important consequence of the MLR approach arises from the fact that it is undecidable
whether a description is grammatical with respect to an HPSG theory. In the MLR setup it therefore
is not possible to restrict the input of lexical rules to those lexical entries describing only grammat-
ical word objects, i.e., words which satisfy the principles expressed in the theory. Adding a test for
grammaticality to definition 1 would amount to adding an undecidable precondition to grammar de-
notation. Expressed differently, the consequence of this is that in an MLR setup the lexical entries in
the basic lexicon set are the only part of the grammar that constrains the possible inputs of a lexical
rule – it is not possible to require other principles to hold of the inputs to lexical rules, be it to re-
strict what can constitute a possible base lexical entry or a possible “intermediate” entry, i.e., an entry
which is the output of one lexical rule and the input of another one.

A related consequence develops from the fact that not only the lexical entries but also the lexical
rules in an MLR approach are introduced as entities separate from the rest of the linguistic theory. It
therefore is not possible to use the existing architecture, i.e., principles in the theory, to express gener-
alizations over possible lexical rules. Similarly, there are no mechanisms for encoding a hierarchical
organization of lexical rules to organize them in classes with common properties.

3.2.2 Introducing DLRs into the theory

A DLR is a binary relation between word objects. While this departs from the more traditional view,
in which lexical rules are formalized as meta-relations, it makes it possible to integrate lexical rules
at the level at which the other grammatical constraints in the HPSG architecture are expressed. An
SRL description denotes a set of objects so that a formula describing both an object and the value
of one of its appropriate attributes can be thought of as relating two objects. In the grammar defined
in Pollard & Sag (1994), for example, a description of afunctionalhead object and itsSPECvalue
expresses such a binary relation holding between a head object and itsSPECvalue.

Perhaps the simplest way to formalize lexical rules as part of the description language would be
to introduce two subtypes ofword, saysimple-wordand derived-wordand givederived-wordan
additional appropriate attributeIN with word as appropriate value. Figure 10 shows the relevant
portion of the signature. The implicational constraints in figure 11 then define the lexicon including
lexical rules.

>

[
word
. . . . . .

]
. . .

simpleword

[
derivedword
IN word

]

Figure 10: The signature for the word-in-word encoding

14One could attempt to extend SRL to allow infinite disjunctions, where each of the disjuncts can be recursively enumerated,
but such an extension is beyond the scope of this paper.
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simple-word → L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ln

derived-word →
([

IN D1

]
∧ E1

)
∨ . . . ∨

([
IN Dm

]
∧ Em

)
Figure 11: The theory for the word-in-word encoding

In this encoding, the in-descriptionDj of a DLR j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) is specified on theIN-attribute,
while the out-descriptionEj is specified directly on thederived-word.

The disadvantage of this encoding, however, is that if a specific linguistic theory introduces subtypes
of word, “parallel” subtypes will have to be introduced forderived-word. Furthermore, to refer to
the output of a lexical rule when we discuss and define the interpretation of lexical rule specifica-
tions below, one always has to distinguish between the special attributeIN of words and all its other
attributes. To avoid these problems we propose a more modular encoding which clearly separates
the lexical rules from the words. Figure 12 shows an implicational constraint onword defining an
extended lexicon including lexical rules.

word→
(
L1∧

[
STORE 〈〉

])
∨ . . .∨

(
Ln∧

[
STORE 〈〉

])
∨ 1

[
STORE

〈[
lex rule
OUT 1

]〉]

Figure 12: A Word Principle for an extended lexicon

The typeword is assumed to have an additional appropriate featureSTORE, which is list valued.
Furthermore, a new typelex rule is introduced, havingIN andOUT as appropriate features withword
values. The relevant part of the signature is shown in figure 13. The different lexical rules are
specified in a constraint onlex rule like the one shown in figure 14.

>

[
word
. . . . . .
STORE list(lex rule)

] [
lex rule
IN word
OUT word

] . . .

Figure 13: A signature for the modular lexical rule encoding

lex rule →
[

lex rule
IN D1

OUT E1

]
∨ . . . ∨

[
lex rule
IN Dm

OUT Em

]

Figure 14: Defining lexical rule objects in the modular encoding

Each disjunct on the right-hand side of the implication encodes a lexical rule. We will refer to each
such disjunct as a description language lexical rule (DLR) and to the in- and out-descriptionsDj and
Ej (1 ≤ j ≤ m) as DLR-In and DLR-Out.

So how does this encoding work? The constraint in figure 12 says that every object of typeword is
either described by a base lexical entryLi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) or it is the value of theOUT attribute of a
lex rule object. The implicational constraint onlex rule ensures that only a certain set of words are
possible values of itsOUT attribute, namely those which satisfy one of the out-descriptionsEj in the
consequent. The correspondingDj also has to be consistent and, since the appropriateness conditions
for lex rule ensure that the value of anIN feature is of typeword, it also has to satisfy the constraint
on word, i.e., one of the lexical entries of figure 12. Naturally the lexical entry satisfied can again be
the last disjunct, i.e., the output of a lexical rule. Even though the disjunction is finite, we therefore
still can license an infinite number of non-isomorphic grammatical word objects via the last disjunct
in the Word Principle of figure 12.

Finally, we turn to a somewhat different alternative for expressing lexical rules as a binary relation
on word objects. This alternative consists of expressing relations by constructs which are part of
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the relational extension of the description language. This would formalize lexical rules parallel to
relations likeappend, or more accurately a binary relation likemember. If we chose a formal language
for HPSG which allows us to use definite relations within the description language, such as the system
defined in G̈otz (2000) which extends King (1989) with ideas from Höhfeld & Smolka (1988) and
Dörre (1994), it is possible to represent a lexicon including lexical rules in the formal language
without extending the signature. The figures 15 and 16 illustrate this possibility.

word → L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ln ∨ lex rule(word)

Figure 15: A lexicon with added lexical rule relations

lex rule(D1) := E1.
...

lex rule(Dm) := Em.

Figure 16: Defining the lexical rule relation

Note that a functional notation for relations is used. Just as before,Dj is the in-description of lexical
rule j andEj its out-description. What is different in this encoding is that now the lexical rules
are defined on a different level than theword objects. As a result, the linguistic ontology does not
have to be complicated by book-keeping features likeSTOREor special types likelex rule. Which
word objects satisfy our theory is defined using the description language, while thelex rule relation
is defined using the relational extension of that description language.

Some consequences of a DLR formalization Before turning to the consequences of the DLR
formalization, we need to pick one of the possibilities discussed above for introducing DLRs into the
theory. Since a discussion of how a formal language for HPSG can be extended with relations and
which extension is the most appropriate one is a highly complex topic on its own (Götz 2000, Richter
1997, 1999, Richter et al. 1999:see, for example), we avoid this largely orthogonal issue by basing
the formalization of DLRs in section 5 on the modular encoding with thelex rule type. Note that the
use ofSTOREand thelex rule type in the modular encoding is quite traditional in that it is an instance
of the so-called junk-slot encoding of relations as introduced by Aı̈t-Kaci (1984) and employed by
King (1992) and Carpenter (1992).

The key motivation for formalizing lexical rules in HPSG as DLRs develops from the already men-
tioned fact that in the formal language for HPSG of King (1989, 1994) the notion of an HPSG gram-
mar has been simplified to a point where, from a formal point of view, no distinction is made between
lexical entries, syntactic rules or any other grammatical statement. This simple, uniform notion of an
HPSG grammar can be maintained if one introduces lexical rules on a par with the other grammatical
constraints, i.e., as a description language mechanism like the DLR encoding described above. Such
a tight integration of the lexicon with the rest of the theory is also supported by linguistic phenom-
ena such as idioms, which exhibit a wide range of properties, from purely lexical to productively
syntactic.

A formalization of lexical rules as part of the theory differs, however, from a more traditional view of
the lexicon where lexical entries are defined in a separate lexicon set and lexical rules as relationships
between lexical entries (and not the words described by the entries). We therefore need to investi-
gate, whether it is conceptually sensible to consider DLRs as a formalization of lexical rules in the
HPSG framework. That is, apart from being able to express the same generalizations, the important
conceptual question is whether properties which were claimed to distinguish lexical rules from other
mechanisms, in particular syntactic transformations, still hold for lexical rules in their reincarnation
as DLRs.
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Lexical vs. structural information and mechanismsHöhle (1978:9ff) discusses the differences be-
tween lexical rules and syntactic transformations based on the setup of a grammar along the lines of
Chomsky (1965) (henceforth: ATS). Syntactic transformations operate on (representations of) sen-
tences, which are lexically fully specified. All words in the sentence which the transformation does
not explicitly change thus have to occur in the same form in the output. Lexical rules on the other
hand, operate on single lexical entries. Words occurring in the syntactic environment of a word li-
censed by a lexical entry which is the input of a lexical rule thus do not stand in a direct relationship
to the words which occur in the syntactic environment of a word licensed by the output of a lexical
rule.

In the HPSG architecture of Pollard & Sag (1994), the lexical and the syntactic level of explanation
are more difficult to separate. Syntactic structure transformation have never been proposed in this
architecture, so that a direct comparison between a syntactic and a lexical mechanism within HPSG
is not possible. But one can investigate how a DLR incarnation of lexical rules in HPSG is situated
with respect to the classification into lexical and syntactic mechanisms of Höhle (1978).

One relevant difference between ATS and HPSG concerns the status of lexical specification. Contrary
to ATS, a word in HPSG has an explicit internal structure, which among other things includes the
word’s valence requirements. Each valence requirement is a description of those elements which the
word must combine with. When a word occurs as the head of an utterance, the valence requirements
of a word are identified with the realized arguments.15 Following Pollard & Sag (1994) most HPSG
proposals assume that not the entire information about the realized argument, thesign, but only the
synsempart of an argument is represented in the valence requirements of a word and identified with
the arguments realized in an utterance. Properties of signs which are not part ofsynsemare therefore
not accessible by looking at the valence requirements as part of the lexical representation of a word:
The particular phonological and morphological realization of the arguments (as encoded under the
PHON and similar attributes of signs), the information whether an argument is realized as aword or a
phrase, or the constituent structure of the argument in case it is realized as a phrase.16

Summing up, this means that in the HPSG setup of Pollard & Sag (1994) one has a clear separation of
lexical and syntactic information loci in the sense that a word does not contain information on whether
and how its arguments are syntactically realized.17 Formalizing lexical rules in such an architecture
therefore provides us with a lexical mechanism in which – parallel to the characterization of lexical
rules by Ḧohle (1978) mentioned above – words occurring in the syntactic environment of a word
which is the input of a lexical rule do not stand in a direct relationship to the words which occur in
the syntactic environment of a word licensed by the output of a lexical rule.

The problematic status of the input to lexical rulesAfter establishing that a formalization of lex-
ical rules as DLRs in a traditional HPSG architecture remains a truly lexical mechanism, we can
turn to another issue which in Calcagno & Pollard (1995) is claimed to be problematic for a DLR
formalization of lexical rules, the status of the input to lexical rules.

Calcagno & Pollard (1995:6) base their discussion on a word-in-word encoding like the one we
introduced in figure 11, usingSOURCEas attribute name instead ofIN, and they point out that this
encoding can be equated to that of a unary phrasal schema. The argumentation then runs as follows:

But this [lexical rule encoding] is problematic. To see why, let’s suppose we have a token
of a grammatical agentless-passive English sentence such as (1).

(1) Carthage was destroyed.

15The valence requirement istoken-identicalto (part of) the realized argument, i.e., it points to the same object.
16Note that nothing ensures that thesynsemobject on the valence attribute of a word is part of a grammatical sign at all.
17As an alternative to the standard HPSG setup, Hinrichs & Nakazawa (1994) propose to represent and identify the entire

sign value of each argument. In their setup, looking at a single word at the leaf of a tree therefore reveals all information
about the word and all its arguments. To a large degree this eliminates the distinction between a lexical and a syntactic level of
explanation.
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If the passive lexical rule is indeed a unary schema as we are supposing, then the passive
verb destroyedmust have as itsSOURCEsome token of the active verbdestroy. Now
consider theSUBJ value of that active verb. It must be a grammaticalsynsemobject.
But which one? For example, the category of thissynsemobject might be some form of
NP, or it might be athat-S. If it is an NP, then what kind of NP is it? A pronoun? An
anaphor? A nonpronoun? And if it is athat-S, what species of state-of-affairs occurs in
its CONTENT: run? sneeze? vibrate? Of course there is no reasonable answer to these
questions; or to put it another way, all answers are equally reasonable. The conclusion
that is forced upon us is that the sentence in (1) is infinitely structurally ambiguous,
depending on the detailed instantiation of the subject of the active verb. Thisreductio ad
absurdumforces us to reject the view of lexical rules as unary schemata.

The basis of this argumentation is of course correct: The passive verbal word is related by the lexical
rule to an active verbal word. For the passive verbal word to be grammatical, every substructure of
the word, such as the active verbal word which is housed under itsSOURCEattribute, also has to be
grammatical.

The misconception in the argumentation creeps in from the focus on a particulartokenof a grammat-
ical agentless-passive sentence. To see what is involved here, let us take a step back and consider an
ordinary lexical entry like that for the base form verblaughshown in figure 17.




PHON <laugh>

SYNSEM




CAT




HEAD

[
verb
VFORM bse

]

VAL


SUBJ

〈
NP1

〉
SPR 〈〉
COMPS 〈〉







CONT

[
laugh’
ARG1 1

]







Figure 17: A lexical entry forlaugh

This description will license an untold number of word objects. These tokens will all have the phonol-
ogy<laugh>, the head valueverb, and bear all other specifications required by the entry. But since
objects are total representations, they will also include values for all of the other appropriate attributes
and paths. Assuming a traditional HPSG signature, for our example this means that some of the ob-
jects described by the lexical entry in figure 17 will have aSUBJ value with nominative case, others
with accusative case, etc. For some this subject will be a pronominal, for others a non-pronoun.
Some of the word objects will have an empty set asCONTEXT|BACKGROUND value while others
have a set with, for example, four elements. And so on. Note that this is not just the question of a
lexical entry describing words that can be used in different syntactic configurations. The same syn-
tactic configuration can be used in different utterance situations which regarding their grammaticality
are not distinguished by the grammar. For example, when the sentenceI laugh is uttered by me, the
CONTEXT|BACKGROUND|SPEAKERindex of that sentence will refer to a different person than when
the same words are uttered by someone else.

This situation appears to be exactly parallel to the one described as a problem of the DLR approach by
Calcagno & Pollard (1995). But is it really? Take the issue of the case of the subject. It cannot be fixed
in the lexical entry oflaugh, since in the utteranceI see him laugh.the subject bears accusative case,
whereas in the occurrence oflaughin I laugh. it bears nominative case. At this point, one could argue
that the problem only arises if one looks at single words instead of complete sentences. In a complete
phrase there will be a subject, so that the case value of the subject is fixed. This will, however,
not work as a general solution: On the one hand, one would presumably want a linguistic theory to
function properly for grammatical signs in general and not only for fully saturated, sentential phrases.
On the other hand, even in a fully saturated, sentential phrase not all of the paths are required to have
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a specific value by the grammar. Returning to the case of the subject of the wordlaugh, consider the
utteranceI try to laugh.. Even though it is a fully saturated sentential phrase, the subject of laugh is
not (overtly) realized. The control relation between the subjectI of try in the standard HPSG analysis
(Pollard & Sag 1994: ch. 3) is established by coindexing, i.e., by specifying in the lexical entry of
try that the semantic index of the subject oftry is token identical with that of the subject oflaugh.
As a result, the other attributes of the subject oflaugh are not fixed by a particular overt syntactic
realization and therefore to a large degree arbitrary. As before, one could remedy part of the situation
by being more explicit in the specification of the lexical entry oftry. For example, as shown by Höhle
(1983: ch. 6) there are empirical reasons for assuming that the case value of controlled subjects in
German is nominative. It is unclear, though, whether one can find similarly well-founded reasons for
fixing every attribute value of unrealized controlled subjects. Rather than fixing grammatical attribute
values which happen to be unobservable with stipulated values, it seems to be preferable to permit
these values to vary freely, i.e., to not use the grammar to distinguish between them if we do not have
grammatical evidence for doing so. That a grammar has to permit the values of certain attributes to
vary freely becomes particularly clear for features like theCONTEXT value already mentioned above,
the value of which is dependent on the particular utterance context and thus cannot be fixed by the
grammar alone.

In sum, the formal setup of HPSG is such that for every grammatical token there can be an untold
number of other grammatical tokens which differ only with respect to attribute values not distin-
guished by the theory. Not only is this a consequence of the setup, this state of affairs is actually
intended, since it uses the grammar only for its task of singling out the classes of grammatical ob-
jects. If certain values of attributes are irrelevant of the grammaticality of a sentence, different uses
of this sentence in actual utterances should be allowed to differ with respect to these attribute values.
Moreover, there will also be an untold number of exactly identical tokens, which is needed in order to
distinguish between accidental identity of objects and identity of objects required by path equalities.

Let us now return to the discussion of the lexical rule example provided by Calcagno & Pollard
(1995). By expressing a lexical rule relating a passive verb to an active one, one relates the occurrence
of destroyin (1) not to a particular instance of the activedestroy, but to all the instances which allow
the lexical rule application. These active instances of the worddestroywill include some which
cannot construct as a daughter in any phrase, it will include some which specify their subject to match
a that-S argument, and any other possible occurrence of the active verb in any possible utterance.18

The interesting status of the input to lexical rulesSo far, we have only discussed the potential
problems which were argued to arise from the fact that under a DLR formalization of lexical rules,
the word which is the input of the lexical rule also has to be grammatical, i.e., be licensed by a lexical
entry and satisfy the other grammatical principles. Turning the coin around, the positive side is that
under a DLR formalization we can be sure that only those words which satisfy the theory can be the
input of a lexical rule. We believe that this property is of central importance since this property makes
it possible to express generalizations over the entities which are lexical rule inputs. If this were not
possible, the lexical entry would be the only locus of information which is input to a lexical rule.
As a result, all information would have to be repeated in each and every lexical entry, even though –
as a whole industry on this topic shows – a significant amount of lexical information is identical for
the members of different lexical classes. Not checking the input of a lexical rule for grammaticality
would either render lexical rules useless or ban all work on vertical lexical generalizations to outside
the currently available formal setup for HPSG.

Let us illustrate the interaction of vertical lexical generalizations and lexical rules with an example
taken from the approach to partial fronting phenomena presented in De Kuthy & Meurers (in press).
At the heart of the proposal is a lexical principle (i.e., an implicational statement expressing a vertical

18Note that nothing we have stated here changes the distinction between syntactic transformations and lexical rules discussed
above. In a syntactic transformation a word has to exist as part of a grammatical syntactic tree, whereas this is not the case for
lexical rules. This is still true here, since we only require that the word that is the input to the lexical rule is grammatical and
not that it constructs in a grammatical syntactic tree.
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generalization) which introduces argument raising as a general option for non-finite verbal words.
The basic version of this argument raising principle is shown in figure 18.


word

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD

[
verb
VFORM bse

] →


SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|VAL

[
SUBJ

〈
1
〉

COMPS raised
(

3
)
⊕ 2

]
ARG-ST

〈
1 | 2

〉
∧

(
3 © indep

)



Figure 18: The basic lexical argument-raising principle

This principle applies to base form verbal words and defines how the elements on the argument
structureARG-ST are mapped onto the valence attributesSUBJ and COMPS. The details are not
relevant here, but one can note that as part of this mapping, complement requirements of one of the
arguments can be raised and added to theCOMPSlist (via the binary relationraised).

As an example for a lexical entry in this setup, consider that of the transitive verbausleihen(bor-
row/lend) in figure 19.




PHON 〈ausleihen〉

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD

[
verb
VFORM bse

]
ARG-ST

〈[
LOC|CAT|HEAD noun

]
,
[

LOC|CAT|HEAD noun
]〉



Figure 19: Lexical entry of a transitive verb

The base form entry specifies theARG-ST list, but not the valence attributesSUBJ andCOMPS. The
principle of figure 18 applies to the words described by the entry in figure 19 and only those words
which also satisfy the consequent of the principle, i.e., identify the valence attribute values with the
relevant parts of the argument structure, are grammatical.

Coming to the crucial point of this example, finite verbs are assumed to be derived from their base
forms by the lexical rule shown in figure 20.



word
PHON 1

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT




HEAD

[
verb
VFORM bse

]

VAL

[
SUBJ 2

COMPS 3

]





7→




PHON bse2fin
(

1 , 2
)

SYNSEM|LOC|CAT


HEAD|VFORM fin

VAL

[
SUBJ 〈〉
COMPS 2 ⊕ 3

]



Figure 20: A simple finitivization lexical rule

If the inputs to lexical rules were not checked for grammaticality, this would mean that a base form
verb feeding this finitivization lexical rule would not have to be grammatical. The principle of fig-
ure 18 would therefore not ensure that the valence attributes of the input are identified with the
relevant parts of the argument structure so that the valence attributes of the inputs to the lexical rule
would be entirely unspecified. As a result, theCOMPSlist of the finite verbs derived by the lexical
rule would be equally unconstrained – which naturally is not the intended result.

Concluding the discussion of this example, we believe it clearly illustrates that a theory including
principles generalizing over words only interacts in a reasonable way with lexical rules if the inputs
of lexical rules are required to be grammatical.

We already saw in section 3.2.1, though, that under the MLR formalization of lexical rules it is not
possible to restrict the input of lexical rules to those entries which describe grammatical words. A
meta-level lexical rule therefore can derive grammatical entries from ungrammatical lexical entries as
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well as from grammatical ones.19 An MLR formalization of lexical rules therefore cannot be sensibly
used for linguistic proposals which include principles generalizing over words, at least when these
words are described by lexical entries that can feed a lexical rule.

Carl Pollard and Gosse Bouma (p.c.) mention that one might want to exploit the fact that ungram-
matical lexical rule input is possible in an MLR setup to encode that such entries obligatorily feed a
lexical rule and thereby (possibly) become grammatical. For example, one might want to derive the
passive form of the verbrumour from the inexistent and therefore supposedly ungrammatical active
form.20 However even under a description language formalization, where the input of a lexical rule
has to be grammatical, it is possible to express that some word cannot be used unless it has undergone
some lexical rule. Such ‘phantom’ words only have to bear a specification which makes them unus-
able in any syntactic construction. Ideally, this would be a specification of independently motivated
attributes; if this is not possible, a new attribute would have to be introduced for this purpose. In any
case, this specification would not keep them from being lexical entries which satisfy the grammatical
constraints. In a DLR setup, we can thus exclude these entries from surfacing in phrasal structures
without making them ungrammatical.

Expressing constraints on lexical rulesParallel to the issue of the relationship between the input to a
lexical rule and the rest of the linguistic theory, the relationship between the lexical rule itself and the
rest of the linguistic theory deserves some attention. The central question here is whether principles
in the theory can be used to express generalizations over lexical rules. In the DLR setup, lexical rules
are encoded by ordinary linguistic objects. One can therefore restrict the range of possible lexical
rules and express generalizations over subclasses of them with the help of ordinary principles. In the
MLR setup, lexical rules do not interact with the theory at all; they only serve to extend the lexicon
set located outside of the theory. Without extending the setup of HPSG it therefore is not possible to
express generalizations over MLRs.

As an example, take the case of an adjuncts-as-complements approach. Ivan Sag (p.c.) suggests that
instead of formulating a lexical rule adding the adjuncts onto the complement-list directly (Van Noord
& Bouma 1994), or introducing an additional attributeDEPENDENTSto eliminate the lexical rule
with a principle adding adjuncts onto this new attribute (Bouma et al. 2001), one could express the
addition of adverbials by a constraint on all lexical rules mapping lexemes to words. A sketch of such
a constraint in a DLR formalization of lexical rules is shown in figure 21.[

lex-rule
IN lexeme
OUT word

]
→

[
IN|ARG-ST 1

OUT|ARG-ST 1 ⊕ list
(
adverbial

)]

Figure 21: A constraint on lexical rules

Working out a proposal along these lines would clearly require more argumentation and most likely
result in a more complex version of such a constraint. The simple constraint in figure 21 is, however,
sufficient to illustrate how the DLR formalization can in principle be used to express constraints on
lexical rules in exactly the same way that principles are used to express generalizations over other
linguistic objects.

The example illustrates a further property of the DLR approach, namely that it does not have to
be restricted to word-to-word mappings. To license lexeme-to-word mappings as assumed in this
example, one only has to modify the appropriate value for the attributeIN of type lex-rule in the

19There is an exception to this statement which arises when one specifies a meta-level lexical rule which includes the
complete input as part of the output, e.g., by introducing an extra attribute for words which in the output of the lexical rule is
specified to be identical to the complete input. However, since one of the motivations for a meta-level formalization of lexical
rules is to avoid representing the source of the derivation as part of the model, this possibility is not very attractive and would
only amount to specifying DLRs in an indirect way.

20Whether or not such forms should be derived by a lexical rule at all is an independent issue which we skip here for the
sake of the argument.
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signature shown in figure 13 to be a common supertype ofword andlexeme. The advantage of using
lexical rules to express such a mapping would be that only those properties which change have to be
explicitly included in the lexical rule specification (at least as far as the feature geometry of lexemes
corresponds to that of words). The interpretation of the lexical rule specification language introduced
in section 4 will make sure that all unchanged properties are carried over.

Principles restricting lexical rules could also be used to express that a more restricted set of lexical
rules shares some properties. Since different principles can restrict and interact on different sets and
subsets of lexical rule mappings, this allows for a hierarchical organization of constraints on lexical
rules. Here hierarchical is intended to mean that when one principle restricts the properties of a set
of lexical rules, another principle can restrict further properties of a subset of these lexical rules.

4 A Lexical Rule Specification Language

Having discussed the different possibilities to integrate relations between words or lexical entries
into the formal setup of an HPSG grammar, we can now turn to the question how such lexical rule
relations can bespecified. We believe the answer to this question is independent of a particular formal
basis for lexical rules. That is, regardless of whether lexical rules relate word objects as in the DLR
approach, or lexical entries as in the MLR approach, they are intended to capture the same class of
generalizations and a precise language to specify these generalization can be defined independently.
To emphasize this point, and to facilitate discussion, we introduce the termlexical elementas an
intentionally neutral term meaning the entities related by a lexical rule.

4.1 What needs to be expressed?

So what kind of relation needs to be expressed by a lexical rule? Consider two lexical elements
related by a lexical rule. We can distinguish three parts: a) Certain specifications of the input are
related todifferentproperties of the output. b) Certain specifications of the input are related toiden-
tical properties of the output. And finally, c), certain specifications of the input haveno relationto
specifications of the output, either because i. the linguist intends those specifications to be unrelated,
or ii. because those specifications are appropriate for one lexical element but not the other.

For example, a lexical rule relating German base form verbs to their finite forms, among other things
needs to a) relate the base verb form specification and the base morphology to a finite verb form
and the corresponding finite morphology, b) ensure that the semantic predicate expressed is the same
for both objects, and c-i.) ensure that the finite verb can appear in inverted or non-inverted position
regardless of the inversion property of the base verb (which in fact can only occur in non-inverted
position). An example for the case c-ii.), where certain properties cannot be transferred, could occur
in a nominalization lexical rule which relates verbs to nouns. Since a verb form specification is
inappropriate for nouns, that specification cannot be transferred from the verb.

In standard practice, lexical rules in HPSG are written down as two AVMs separated by an arrow, as
exemplified by the lexical rule in figure 5. At first sight, the AVMs, or more precisely the description
language expressions which they stand for, clearly and explicitly express the intended relationship
between lexical elements: the AVM to the left of the arrow specifies the domain, while the AVM to
the right specifies the range. However, as we will motivate in the following, closer inspection reveals
a fundamental unclarity: lexical rules as traditionally specified rely on implicit specifications and the
ordinary description language does not allow unambiguous specification of certain relationships. We
therefore distinguish the language used by the linguist to write down a lexical rule, thelexical rule
specification language, from the actual relation intended to be captured. Lexical rules specifications
(LRS) are written as ”LRS-In 7→ LRS-Out“. The input- and the output-specification LRS-In and
LRS-Out will be specified in an extended version of the description language introduced below, which
is designed to provide an unambiguous notation for specifying lexical rule relations.
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So in what way is implicit specification used in an LRS? Traditionally, an input to a lexical rules is
understood to be minimally altered to obtain an output compatible with LRS-Out: the lexical rule in
figure 5 “(like all lexical rules in HPSG) preserves all properties of the input not mentioned in the
rule.” (Pollard & Sag 1994:314, following Flickinger 1987). Therefore, no specifications expressing
identities (i.e., case b discussed above) are included in an LRS. Interpreting the two AVMs as ordinary
descriptions would therefore miss part of the intended effect. This idea to preserve properties can
be considered an instance of the well-knownframe problemin Artificial Intelligence (McCarthy &
Hayes 1969). We will refer to the additional restrictions on the elements in the range of the rule
which are left implicit by the linguist and thus have to be inferred on the basis of the lexical rule
specification and the signature asframe specificationor simply the frame of a lexical rule. The
activity of establishing the identities consequently is referred to asframing.

The second claim made above was that the standard description language does not allow unambiguous
specification of the relationships intended to be expressed. The reason is that no notation is available
to distinguish between intended unrelatedness (case c) and mere change of specifications (case a).

4.1.1 Type specifications and type flattening in LRS-Out

Take, for example, the signature in figure 22, which will serve as the basis for the non-linguistic
examples in the following (unless indicated otherwise).

>

word

X a
Y a
Z a


 [

a
K bool
L bool

]
bool

b c + −

[
d
L +
P −

] [
e
M bool

] [
f
N bool
O bool

]

Figure 22: The signature for the non-linguistic examples

What kind ofX value do we want for the output of the relation specified by the lexical rule specifica-
tions in figure 23? One possible interpretation is to understand the rule as requiring the output value

word 7→
[

X c
]

Figure 23: An example for ambiguous type assignment

of X to bec if the input’s value was incompatible with this assignment, but to keep the value of the
input in the output in case it is compatible and more specific.

The other possibility is to say that every output of this rule is intended to havec as value ofX. In
other words, the value ofX of the output is intended to be unrelated to the value ofX in the input. We
will refer to this second interpretation asflatteningof a type assignment.

Since the first, non-flattening interpretation is closer to the intuition of minimally altering the lexical
element to obtain an output, we will adopt this as the standard interpretation of type assignment. To
still be able to specify a flattening type assignment, we introduce the new symbol[ (flat) and figure 24
shows the LRS of figure 23 with a flattening type assignment.

To get a better feel for the interpretation of the two notations, we take a detailed look at the precise
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word 7→
[

X [c
]

Figure 24: A lexical rule using flat

mappings expressed. Figure 25 illustrates the relation expressed with the LRS of figure 23, i.e.,
without flat.21

{〈[
X d

]
,
[

X e
]〉

,
〈[

X d
]
,
[

X f
]〉

,
〈[

X e
]
,
[

X e
]〉

,
〈[

X f
]
,
[

X f
]〉}

Figure 25: The mapping for (non-flattening) type assignment

Note that it only shows the mapping for the most specific subtypes, the so-calledspeciesor varieties.
One obtains the result for a supertype by taking the mapping for each of its most specific subtypes
and interpreting the result disjunctively, as illustrated by figure 26.

1.
[

X a
]
⇒

[
X c

]
2.

[
X b

]
⇒

[
X c

]
3.

[
X c

]
⇒

[
X c

]
4.

[
X d

]
⇒

[
X c

]
5.

[
X e

]
⇒

[
X e

]
6.

[
X f

]
⇒

[
X f

]
Figure 26: Lexical entries and what they license via the LRS of figure 23

In the first three cases the value ofX of the input is compatible but less specific than the value specified
for X in LRS-Out. For these inputs the lexical rule therefore requires the output to havec as value for
X. The same requirement is made for the output of case four, this time becaused as value ofX of the
input is incompatible with the LRS-Out specification. Finally, in cases five and six, the specification
of the input is compatible and more specific than the assignment in LRS-Out so that the input’s value
for X can be carried over to the output.

Taking another look at the second mapping in figure 26, one might wonder whether the value ofX

in the output should not be restricted toe, i.e., the common subtype ofb andc, instead of the more
generalc which seems to violate the intuition of minimal alteration. To obtain this interpretation
though, we would also have to mapd into e (and not intof∨e), sinceb denotationally is equivalent
to d∨e and we would like to maintain that two denotationally equivalent lexical entries result in
equivalent lexical rule outputs. Since restricting the mapping ofd to e in this way is not a sensible
interpretation, the mapping ofb to e is undesirable.

Turning to the second lexical rule specification, the LRS with the flattening type assignment shown in
figure 24, one obtains the mappings in figure 27. Using the flat symbol, the value ofX was specified

1.
[

X a
]
⇒

[
X c

]
2.

[
X b

]
⇒

[
X c

]
3.

[
X c

]
⇒

[
X c

]
4.

[
X d

]
⇒

[
X c

]
5.

[
X e

]
⇒

[
X c

]
6.

[
X f

]
⇒

[
X c

]
Figure 27: Applying the flattening type assignment LRS

as unrelated to the input andc is assigned as value. Therefore everyX value is mapped to both species
of c.

The way in which type specifications in an LRS-Out are interpreted is summed up below.

DECISION 1 (Interpretation of type specification in LRS-Out) A type specification t on pathτ
in LRS-Out is interpreted as expressing the following relation:

• The value of pathτ in the output is t’ if

– type t’ assigned to pathτ in the input is a subtype of t, and
21In this and the following figures only theX type values are shown.
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– pathτ is not specified as flat in LRS-Out

• Else, the value of pathτ in the output is t.

Indirect type specifications and normalization So far, so good; but what about the cases in fig-
ure 28?

1. word 7→
[

X|N +
]

2. word 7→
[

X|L −
]

3. word 7→
[

X

[
K 1−
L 1

]]

Figure 28: Lexical rule specifications with implicit type assignments

The problem is that in those examples even though no type is specified directly in LRS-Out forX,
only certain types as values forX in LRS-Out will yield a consistent description. In the first LRS
in figure 28, the attributeN is only appropriate for objects of typef, in the second LRS the attribute
L with value “−” is not appropriate for elements of typed, and in the third LRS the attributeL is
structure shared withK and, sinceK has “−” as value, againd is not a possible value forX.

The solution to this class of problems is to infer all type values of the nodes in LRS-Out which are
compatible with the descriptions in LRS-Out and the signature. The task of inferring the compatible
species as value of each attribute in a description has already been dealt with: The normalization
algorithm of G̈otz (1994) and Kepser (1994) discussed in detail in section 5 can be used to trans-
form a description into a normal form representation in which (among other things) every attribute is
assigned every species consistent with the rest of the description. Based on this normalized represen-
tation, the ordinary interpretation for LRS-Out type specifications defined in decision 1 is sufficient.

A related complication can be illustrated with a linguistic example based on the signature of Pollard
& Sag (1994). The lexical rule shown in figure 29, which we proposed for expository purposes only,
licenses predicative versions for all words.

word 7→
[

SYNSEM|LOCAL|CAT|HEAD|PRD +
]

Figure 29: PRD-Lexical Rule Specification (for exposition only)

While the PRD value is to be set to+, the usual intention is that the differentHEAD types of the
input are to be preserved, e.g., if the input of the lexical rule has aHEAD of typeverb, the output is
intended to have averb HEAD as well. As before, normalizing first and then applying the ordinary
interpretation for LRS-Out type specifications produces the right result: Normalizing the LRS-Out
infers the typesubstantiveasHEAD value and by decision 1 a subtype ofsubstantive, such asverb
will be mapped to itself.

Summing up this last part, normalizing LRS-In and LRS-Out allows us to capture rather complex type
assignments with the simple interpretation for LRS-Out type specifications defined in decision 1.

Negated type specifications in LRS-Out Having discussed the effect of positive type specifica-
tions in LRS-Out, we can now turn to the interpretation of negated type specifications. It turns out
that the SRL setup with its closed world interpretation and a finite set of species allows us to replace
all negated type assignments by positive ones. In fact, in section 5 we show that one can eliminate
all occurrences of negation. Eliminating negation for negated path equalities does introduce path
inequalities, which are dealt with in section 4.1.5 below. But no special treatment of negated type
assignments in LRS-Out needs to be defined – the discussion of the positive type assignments above
carries over.
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Interaction with framing of path equalities Until now, we have only discussed the effect of type
specifications in LRS-Out on typing of the input. So we still need to discuss what effect LRS-Out
type specifications are intended to have on the framing of the input’s path equalities. There are two
possible interpretations here. The first possibility is to argue that a type specification of a path in
LRS-Out is a specification of that path and therefore no framing of path equalities takes place. The
second possibility is to still ensure framing of those paths even though in some cases this will result
in inconsistent outputs.

Consider the LRS and the two possible mappings in figure 30.

word 7→
[

X|K −
] [

X

[
K 1

L 1

]]
⇒ 1.

[
X

[
K −
L bool

]]
2.

[
X

[
K 1−
L 1

]]

Figure 30: Type assignment in LRS-Out and path equality in the input

For the first mapping, the specification of a type forK in LRS-Out is understood as assigning a new
value for K and therefore no framing of path equalities takes place. The second case shows the
mapping under the second interpretation, where a type specification in LRS does not exclude framing
of path equality.

While the second interpretation in this example succeeds in preserving more specifications, this sec-
ond strategy becomes increasingly complex when looking at more cases. Consider figure 31 showing
a slightly different mapping with the same LRS but this time with an input with a type specification.

word 7→
[

X|K −
] [

X

[
K 1 +
L 1

]]
⇒ 1.

[
X

[
K −
L +

]]
2.

[
X

[
c
K 1−
L 1

]]

Figure 31: Type assignment in LRS-Out conflicting with path equality plus type assignment in the
input

In this example, the type assignment in LRS-Out conflicts with the path equality and type assignment
of the input. Applying the first strategy is straightforward, since the specification ofK means that the
path equality betweenK andL holding in the input will not be transferred. To obtain a result for the
second strategy, an additional decision needs to be taken which decides how to resolve the conflict
between the assignment ofL to + and the path equality betweenK andL. One possibility would be to
decide that the specification in LRS-Out always has priority, and that path equalities in the input have
priority over type assignments in the input. Such a strategy would then result in the second mapping
result shown as part of figure 31 above.

However, a very similar conflict can arise where it is not possible to eliminate the input’s type speci-
fication since it is the appropriate value of the attribute as in the example in figure 32.

word 7→
[

X|K −
] [

X

[
d
K 1 +
L 1

]]
⇒ 1.

[
X

[
d
K −
L +

]]
2. ⊥

Figure 32: Type assignment in LRS-Out, path equality and conflicting appropriate types in the input

The first strategy works as in the previous example: sinceK is specified in LRS-Out the path equality
with K is not transferred to the output. The second strategy assumed for the last example fails this
time, since objects of typed allow only + as appropriate value ofL. Therefore the conflict between
the path equality and the type specification in the input cannot be resolved by eliminating the type
specification.

The above discussion shows that the idea to preserve some input path equalities for attributes specified
in LRS-Out results in a highly complex problem, basically that of belief revision involved in the task
of eliminating a minimal number of facts from a database that has become inconsistent in order
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to obtain a consistent one. We believe that basing the interpretation of lexical rules on the highly
complex strategies needed to successfully deal with such belief revision tasks conflicts with the idea
of providing a clear mechanism for expressing horizontal generalizations. We therefore settle for the
less expressive but straightforward interpretation which is summed up in decision 2.

DECISION 2 (framing of path equalities) Only path equalities holding between paths in the input
which are not mentioned in LRS-Out are transferred to the output.

4.1.2 Path independence specifications in LRS-Out

We decided in the previous section that a type or type-flattening specification of a path in LRS-Out
prevents framing of a path equality with that path. This brings up the question of how one can make a
specification which prevents framing of a path equality for an attribute, without having to specify or
flatten its type. For this purpose one could introduce a binary operator] (sharp) to be used to express
that no framing of a path equality between the two paths is intended. The notation with different
subscripts, i.e.,]i, could then be used if multiple pairs of path equalities are to be eliminated. There
is a problem with such a notation though, which is illustrated by the LRS in figure 33.

word 7→
[

X

[
K ]2
L ]2

]]

Figure 33: An LRS with the binary] notation

The sharps in LRS-Out specify that in the output we don’t want to force attributesK andL to be token
identical. For certain inputs there are several possibilities for eliminating the path equality restriction
on K andL, though, which is shown in figure 34.

X


K 1

L 1

N 1

O 1




 ⇒ 1.


X


K 1

L 2

N 1

O 2




 2.


X


K 2

L 1

N 1

O 2




 3.


X


K 1

L 2

N 1

O 1






4.


X


K 2

L 1

N 1

O 1




 5.


X


K 2

L 3

N 1

O 1






Figure 34: Five possible results

The problem is that because of the transitivity of path equality, eliminating the path equality between
K andL also entails altering the relationships ofK andL to N andZ. To obtain a unique interpretation
of the binary] notation one would need to complicate the] notation further. Instead of complicating
matters in this way, we introduce path equality elimination] as a unary operator eliminating all path
equalities with one path.

To specify an LRS resulting in the five possibilities of figure 34, the path equalities which are intended
to be kept for an attribute for which] was used to eliminate some path equalities need to be restated.
As shown in figure 35 it is necessary to repeat certain path equalities because it is only possible
to eliminate all path equalities with an attribute and not only those holding between two attributes
leaving the others as in the binary notation.

Proceeding to a slightly more complex case, consider the LRS and the example mapping in figure 36.

The LRS specifies that the attributeX is independent of the path equalities which held onX in the
input. The interesting question is what value is supposed to be assigned toX in the output. Following
the intuition that the output should be the minimal alteration of the input required by the specifica-
tions in LRS-Out, we interpret the LRS in figure 36 to require only that the structure sharing withX
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1. word 7→
[

X

[
K ] 2

N ] 2

]]
2. word 7→

[
X

[
K ] 2

O ] 2

]]
3. word 7→

[
X

[
L ]

]]

4. word 7→
[

X
[

K ]
]]

5. word 7→
[

X

[
K ]
L ]

]]

Figure 35: LRSs using unary] to specify the results in figure 34

word 7→
[

X ]
]

1.

[
X 1 d
Y 1

Z 1

]
⇒

[
X d
Y 1 d
Z 1

]
2.


X 1

[
K 2

L 2

]
Y 1

Z 1


 ⇒




X

[
K 2

L 2

]

Y 1

[
K 2

L 2

]
Z 1




Figure 36: A more complex example using]

is not present in the output. As shown in the first mapping, the type assigned toX is preserved, and
the second mapping illustrates that path equalities in a substructure and between substructures is pre-
served as well. If no framing is intended for the type assignment ofX, an additional flat specification
has the desired effect. If the attributes of the value ofX are intended to also be independent of the
input’s path equalities, they also have to be specified as sharp. This also highlights that the interaction
of sharp and flat specifications is straightforward in that the two do not interact: sharp only has an
effect on path equalities whereas flat only effects type values.

4.1.3 Path equality specifications in LRS-Out

Turning to the second kind of basic specification in LRS-Out, path equalities, we need to decide on
whether any framing is intended for paths specified with a path equality in LRS. This question was
already partly answered in section 4.1.1, where we decided to not assume framing of the input’s path
equalities for attributes which are specified in LRS-Out. The remaining question is whether type
values of the input should be transferred to paths in the output, for which a path equality is defined in
LRS-Out.

Recall that the motivation for restricting framing of path equalities to unspecified LRS-Out paths
came from the insight that highly complex strategies are needed to decide how to resolve a conflict
resulting from framing of a path equality in the input and an incompatible type specification to one
of the paths in LRS-Out. The situation we are faced with now is a mirror image of this problem: how
should one resolve a conflict resulting from framing of a type specification in the input and a path
equality in LRS-Out. While it might be possible to develop a strategy to answer this question, it will
in all likelihood be equally complex as the answers to the mirror-image problem discussed in sec-
tion 4.1.1. Rather than engage in this traditional problem, we therefore follow the same strategy as in
the earlier section and propose to avoid these conflicts all together by not framing type specifications
of the input for paths which occur in a path equality in LRS-Out.

DECISION 3 (Interpretation of path equalities in LRS-Out) A path equality between two paths
τ1 andτ2 in LRS-Out is interpreted as preventing framing of the input’s type values ofτ1 or τ2.

4.1.4 Specifying identities between LRS-In and LRS-Out

In a useful lexical rule specification language it must be possible to express that an attribute in the
output is supposed to be assigned the value which another attribute has in the input. Traditionally,
the notation for specifying structure sharing between two paths of an object has been carried over for
this use, as illustrated for example by the use of the tags1 , 2 , and 3 in LRS-In and LRS-Out of the
passive LRS shown in figure 5.
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Under a DLR approach, the use of path equalities for this purpose makes sense since DLRs are
represented just like other linguist objects. Path equalities between parts of theIN and theOUT

attribute oflex rule objects (or whatever DLR representation one chooses) can therefore receive the
ordinary structure sharing interpretation. We will therefore not complicate the specification language
for DLRs for this purpose.22

For the MLR approach, one cannot use ordinary path equality to relate input to output of a lexical
rule. Path equality denotes token identity of objects, but an MLR relates descriptions of objects,
not the objects themselves. A specification language for MLRs would therefore have to introduce
meta-variables for this purpose.

4.1.5 Path inequality specifications in LRS-Out

As the final kind of specification that can occur in LRS-Out we now discuss path inequalities. Con-
sider the example shown in the left half of figure 37.

word 7→
[

X|K 6≈ X|L
] 

X


K 1

L 1

N 1

O 1




 ⇒


X


K bool

L bool
N 1

O 1






Figure 37: Path inequalities in LRS-Out

The case of path inequality specifications in LRS-Out is very similar to the case of the binary sharp
notation discussed above. The problem is that because of the transitivity of path equality, requiring
a path inequality to hold of two paths in the output of a lexical rule cannot be accomplished by
adding the path inequality and removing a possibly occurring path equality between those paths. One
additionally has to decide what happens with other path equalities in which those two paths occur.

The decision 2 restricting framing of path equalities to paths not mentioned in LRS-Out therefore
also appears to make sense for path inequalities specified in LRS-Out. An example mapping for this
interpretation is shown in the right half of figure 37. Note that in case one does want to keep the path
equalities in the output which hold with one of the inequated paths, one can include a meta variable
between that attribute in LRS-In and LRS-Out to obtain the desired effect.

4.2 Is automatic framing reasonable?

After this long discussion of the specification language, one might wonder whether it is not an artifact
of assuming automatic framing that a special specification language is needed. After all, when writ-
ing down a lexical rule, the linguist only needs to express two of of the three cases (relating differing
properties, relating identical properties, unrelated properties). When the linguist specifies those prop-
erties which are intended to differ (a) and one more case (b or c), the third kind can be deduced; i.e.,
it does not have to be expressed explicitly and could be called the “default” specification of lexical
rules (in a non-technical sense).

So there really are two possibilities here, of which we have only pursued one above: We discussed
an LRS notation in which we explicitly have to mention those properties which are intended to be
unrelated in the elements described by LRS-In and LRS-Out (case c-i.). For this we had to introduce
additional notation, but the positive side of this was that no explicit specifications are needed for the
case in which specifications are intended to remain unchanged, i.e., automatic framing takes place.
The other possibility, however, would be to not have automatic framing and instead have an LRS
notation in which those properties which are intended to be identical in the elements described by

22Following a reviewer’s suggestion, we do not generally introduce meta-variables into the description language. While it
would allow us to keep the specification language uniform for both a DLR and an MLR approach, the different interpretation
of the two approaches in practice already makes it necessary to chose between them.
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LRS-In and LRS-Out (case b) are explicitly mentioned. The non-related properties can then remain
unexpressed – which eliminates the need for the extra notation introduced above.

At first sight, it does indeed seem natural to ask the linguist to express in an LRS those specifica-
tions which relate properties, i.e., cases a) and b), and keep unexpressed which parts of the objects
are unrelated (case c). However, in highly lexicalized theories like HPSG, a lexical entry contains
many specifications of which only few are relevant in a specific lexical rule. Asking the linguist to
explicitly specify that all those specifications without relevance to the lexical rule are identical in the
elements related (in case they are appropriate) would thus amount to asking for a lexical rule with
many specifications which are of no direct importance to what the lexical rule is intended to do.

Furthermore, as discussed in Meurers (1994:sec. 4.1.3), specifying all identities by hand in many
cases can only be achieved by splitting up a lexical rule into several instances. This is the case
whenever one needs to specify the type of an element an attribute of which gets specified in the
lexical rule output.23 A second case which requires splitting up the LRS is when one has to specify
framing of the value of those attributes which are only appropriate for some of the elements in the
domain. Finally, a significant problem can arise from having to explicitly specify framing of the
different path equalities which can occur in inputs to a lexical rule.

So, while for simple lexical rules one could specify framing of identical specifications by hand and
the ordinary specification language would not have to be extended, for most cases it seems well
motivated to assume automatic framing and specify the lexical rules with the extended specification
language introduced above.

Summing up, we have argued that additional notation needs to be introduced to obtain a precise
specification language. Additional notation is introduced for the case in which non-relatedness is
intended, i.e., to mark those linguistic specifications which should not be altered by framing. Two
new symbols[ and ] are introduced and[ is used to mark a type specification as independent of
framing, while] marks an attribute as independent of path equality framing.

5 A DLR formalization of the lexical rule specification language

After exploring the lexical rule specification in the previous section, we now turn to a particular
formalization of this specification language in terms of description language lexical rules (DLRs),
which were introduced in section 3. We start with a review of the formal setup of HPSG on which
our approach is based, before turning to the lexical rule related definitions in section 5.2 and an
example in section 5.3.

5.1 A mathematical foundation for HPSG: SRL

As the formal basis of our approach we assume the logical setup of King (1989) which in King (1994)
is shown to provide the foundation desired for HPSG in Pollard & Sag (1994). The formal language
defined in the following is a version of the one proposed by King.

5.1.1 Syntax

Definition 1 (Signature) A signatureΣ is a triple 〈S,A, approp〉 s.t.

• A is a finite set ofattribute names

• S is a finite set ofvarieties (also called species or most specific types)24

23One could avoid splitting up the LRS by adding type equality as syntactic sugar to SRL. But as this is only one of several
problematic aspects discussed here, we will not pursue this possibility.

24For easier comparison with standard HPSG notation, one can introduce a finite join semi-lattice〈Z,�〉 as type hierarchy
with Z ⊃ S. A type assignment is then simply an abbreviation for a set of variety assignments:τ ∼ t =

∨
{τ ∼ φ | φ � t}
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• approp : S × A → Pow(S) is a total function from pairs of varieties and attribute names to
sets of varieties

Everything which follows is done with respect to a signature. For notational convenience we will
work with an implicit signature〈S,A, approp〉. This is possible since at no point in our proposal do
we have to alter the signature.

Definition 2 (Term) Let : be a reserved symbol, the root symbol of a path. Aterm is a member of
the smallest setT s.t.

• : ∈ T and

• τα ∈ T if τ ∈ T andα ∈ A

Definition 3 (Description) Let (, ),∼,≈,¬,∧,∨ and→ be reserved symbols. Adescription is a
member of the smallest setK s.t.

• τ ∼ φ ∈ K if τ ∈ T andφ ∈ S

• τ1 ≈ τ2 ∈ K if τ1, τ2 ∈ T

• ¬δ ∈ K if δ ∈ K

• (δ1 ∧ δ2), (δ1 ∨ δ2), (δ1 → δ2) ∈ K if δ1, δ2 ∈ K

Definition 4 (Theory) A theory Θ is a subset ofK (Θ ⊆ K).

Definition 5 (Set of Literals) A set of literals Σ is a proper subset of the set of descriptionsK, i.e.,
Σ ⊂ K, s.t. eachδ ∈ Σ has one of the four forms(τ, τ1, τ2 ∈ T ;φ ∈ S):

• τ ∼ φ

• τ1 ≈ τ2

• ¬ τ ∼ φ

• ¬ τ1 ≈ τ2

5.1.2 Semantics

Definition 6 (Interpretation of a Signature) An interpretation I is a triple 〈U,S,A〉 s.t.

• U is aset of objects, the domain ofI,

• S : U → S is a total function from the set of objects to the set of varieties, thevariety
assignmentfunction,

• A : A → {U ⇀ U}25 is anattribute interpretation function s.t. for eachu ∈ U andα ∈ A:

– if A(α)(u) is defined thenS(A(α)(u)) ∈ approp(S(u), α), and

– if approp(S(u), α) 6= ∅ thenA(α)(u) is defined.

with τ ∈ T , t ∈ Z, andφ ∈ S. In this paper, we assume every type assignment to be expanded in that way. Nothing of
theoretical importance hinges on this.

25We write{X ⇀ Y } for the set of partial functions from setX to setY .
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Definition 7 (Interpretation of Terms) []I : T → {U ⇀ U} is a term interpretation function over
interpretationI = 〈U,S,A〉 s.t.

• [:]I is the identity function onU, and

• [τα]I is the functional composition of[τ ]I andA(α).

Definition 8 (Interpretation of Descriptions) DI() : K → Pow(U) is a description interpreta-
tion function over interpretationI = 〈U,S,A〉 s.t. (τ, τ1, τ2 ∈ T ;φ ∈ S; δ, δ1, δ2 ∈ K):

• DI(τ ∼ φ) = {u ∈ U | [τ ]I(u) is defined andS([τ ]I(u)) = φ},

• DI(τ1 ≈ τ2) =


u ∈ U

∣∣∣∣∣∣
[τ1]I(u) is defined,
[τ2]I(u) is defined, and
[τ1]I(u) = [τ2]I(u)


 ,

• DI(¬δ) = U \DI(δ)

• DI((δ1 ∧ δ2)) = DI(δ1) ∩DI(δ2)

• DI((δ1 ∨ δ2)) = DI(δ1) ∪DI(δ2)

• DI((δ1 → δ2)) = (U \DI(δ1)) ∪DI(δ2)

Definition 9 (Interpretation of a Theory) A theory is interpreted conjunctively.[[]]I : Pow(K) →
Pow(U) is atheory interpretation function over interpretationI = 〈U,S,A〉 s.t. [[Θ]]I =

⋂
{DI(δ) |

δ ∈ K}

Definition 10 (Satisfiability) A theoryΘ is satisfiableiff there is an interpretationI [[Θ]]I 6= ∅ c

Definition 11 (Model) An interpretationI = 〈U,S,A〉 is a model of a theoryΘ if [[Θ]]I = U

The definitions above define a class of formal languages which can be used to express HPSG gram-
mars. We only list these definitions here to make it possible to follow the formal definition and
interpretation of the lexical rules specification language in the next sections. The reader interested in
a discussion of the formal language of SRL is referred to King (1994).

5.2 The lexical rule specification language

5.2.1 Syntax

Definition 12 (Lexical Rule Signature) Every signatureΣ for which the following condition holds
is a lexical rule signatureΣlr.

• lex rule ∈ S and

• IN, OUT ∈ A and

• approp(lex rule, IN) = {word} and

• approp(lex rule, OUT) = {word}.

Definition 13 (L-Description) Let [ and] be reserved symbols. With respect to a lexical rule signa-
tureΣlr let T be a set of terms,K a set of descriptions. A L-description is a member of the smallest
setKI s.t.
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• d ∈ KI if d ∈ K and

• :OUTµ ∼ [ ∈ KI if µ ∈ A+ and

• :OUTµ ∼ ] ∈ KI if µ ∈ A+.

Definition 14 (Lexical Rule Specification) With respect to a given lexical rule signatureΣlr a lexi-
cal rule specification LRS is a subset of the set of L-descriptionsKI containing at least the following
literals (φ ∈ S;µ, µ1, µ2 ∈ A+):

• : ∼ lex rule and

• :OUTµ ∼ φ or :OUTµ1 ≈ :OUTµ2 or :OUTµ ∼ [ or :OUTµ ∼ ].

There’s nothing complicated going on here. We just add the additional LRS notation by defining
L-formulas with respect to a lexical rule signature. A lexical rule specification then consists of L-
formulas, and for convenience sake we ask for an LRS-Out containing at least one specification.

In most HPSG theories proposed in the literature, AVMs are used as descriptions instead of the
term notation introduced above. AVMs can be seen as a kind of normal form representation for
descriptions. Now that we’ve introduced the formal lexical rule specification language, let us illustrate
the different ways in which one can write down LRSs with an example (which is not intended to say
much but just show the way things are written down). We will use the notation shown in figure 38 on
the left as shorthand for the AVM shown on the right, which in the formal notation defined above is
expressed as shown below that.26




B 1

X 1

Y

[
u
Z 1

]

 7→




A [
B ]

U|V [ 2

X ] 2







lex rule

IN




B 1

X 1

Y

[
u
Z 1

]



OUT




A [

B ]

U|V [ 2

X ] 2







: ∼ lex rule ∧ :IN B ≈ :IN X ∧ :IN X ≈ :IN Y Z ∧ :IN Y ∼ u ∧
:OUT A ∼ [ ∧ :OUT B ∼ ] ∧ :OUT U V ∼ [ ∧ :OUT U V ≈ :OUT X ∧ :OUT X ∼ ]

Figure 38: Three ways to write down LRSs

A normal form for L-descriptions In section 4.1.1 we saw that the L-formulas making up the LRS
need to be normalized to have a consistent variety assigned to each defined attribute, which is needed
for the mapping from LRSs toLRs. This section serves to introduce a normal form for descriptions.
It reports work carried out in G̈otz (1994) and Kepser (1994). Originally, the normalization algorithm
is used to determine if a given description is satisfiable.

The linguist writes down LRSs. So we want to normalize L-formulas, not simple descriptions. Since
L-formulas are a simple extension of descriptions with two additional statements for type and path
equality elimination, we only need to add two simple clauses to the description normalization algo-
rithm of Götz (1994) to obtain an algorithm which transforms an L-formula into normal form. First,
we need to introduce some additional terminology.

26Since the path equality relation is transitive, there are several possibilities to encode the example in the formal notation.
Normalization (cf., section 5.2.1) introduces all path equalities which can be inferred due to transitivity.
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Definition 15 (Terms and subterms inΣ) The setTERM(Σ) contains all paths occurring in a set of
literals Σ and their subpaths(τ, τ ′ ∈ T ;π ∈ A∗;ψ ∈ S ∪ {[, ]}):

TERM(Σ) = { τ | (¬) τπ ≈ τ ′ ∈ Σ} ∪ { τ | (¬) τ ′ ≈ τπ ∈ Σ} ∪ { τ | (¬) τπ ∼ ψ ∈ Σ}

Definition 16 (Clause and Matrix)

• A clauseΣ is a finite (possibly empty) set of literals.

• A matrix Γ is a finite (possibly empty) set of clauses.

Definition 17 (Interpretation of a Clause and a Matrix)

• A clauseis interpreted conjunctively.

If Σ is a clause, thenDI(Σ) =
⋂

δ∈ΣDI(δ).

• A matrix is interpreted disjunctively.

If Γ is a matrix, thenDI(Γ) =
⋃

Σ∈ΓDI(Γ).

The conversion from L-formulas to its normal form proceeds in two steps. First, the L-formula is
transformed into disjunctive normal form, i.e., where all negations are pulled in and the disjuncts
are on the top level. The resulting matrixΓ is a finite set, each element of which represents one
disjunct. Each disjunct is a clause which consists of a finite set of literals. Since the transformation
into disjunctive normal form is a rather standard procedure, we just assume its existence here. Second,
the resulting matrix is normalized. We start with a declarative characterization of what it means for
an L-formula to be in normal form.

Definition 18 (Normal Clause) A setΣ of literals isnormal iff the following conditions hold(τ, τ1, τ2 ∈
TERM(Σ);φ, φ1, φ2 ∈ S;ψ ∈ S ∪ {[, ]};α ∈ A;π ∈ A∗)

1. : ≈ : ∈ Σ (root is defined)

2. if τ1 ≈ τ2 ∈ Σ thenτ2 ≈ τ1 ∈ Σ; (symmetry of≈)

3. if τ1 ≈ τ2, τ2 ≈ τ3 ∈ Σ thenτ1 ≈ τ3 ∈ Σ; (transitivity)

4. if τπ ≈ τπ ∈ Σ thenτ ≈ τ ∈ Σ; (prefix closure)

5. if τ1 ≈ τ2, τ1π ≈ τ1π, τ2π ≈ τ2π ∈ Σ thenτ1π ≈ τ2π ∈ Σ; (≈ and path extensions)

6. if τ ≈ τ ∈ Σ then for someφ ∈ S, τ ∼ φ ∈ Σ; (exhaustive typing)

7. if for someψ ∈ S ∪ {[, ]}, τ ∼ ψ ∈ Σ thenτ ≈ τ ∈ Σ; (∼ path is defined)

8. if τ1 ≈ τ2 ∈ Σ, τ1 ∼ φ1 ∈ Σ, τ2 ∼ φ2 ∈ Σ thenφ1 = φ2; (≈ and∼)

9. if τ ∼ φ1 ∈ Σ, τα ∼ φ2 ∈ Σ thenφ2 ∈ approp(φ1, α); (appropriateness 1)

10. if τ ∼ φ ∈ Σ, τα ∈ TERM(Σ), approp(φ, α) 6= ∅ thenτα ≈ τα ∈ Σ; (appropriateness 2)

11. if¬δ ∈ Σ thenδ 6∈ Σ. (no contradictions)

12. if :OUTπα ≈ :OUTπα, :INπ ∼ φ ∈ Σ, approp(φ, α) 6= ∅
then:INπα ≈ :INπα ∈ Σ; (corresponding in-paths are defined)

The algorithm which takes an L-descriptions as a DNF matrix and returns its normal form is given
below as a set of rewrite rules on sets of clauses.Γ is used as variable over sets of clauses andΣ as
variable over clauses. Readers interested in the formal properties of the algorithm and a discussion
of the normal form are referred to Kepser (1994:section II).
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ALGORITHM 1 (Clause Normalization) The algorithm consists of a sequence rewrite rule ap-
plications. One step of the algorithm is the application of exactly one rewrite rule. The algorithm
terminates, if no rule can be applied (any more). A rule applies to a set of clausesΓ′ only if the left
hand side of the rule matchesΓ′, and if the right hand side is a valid set description under the same
variable assignment. The rewrite rules are(φ1, φ2 ∈ S;ψ ∈ S ∪ {[, ]};α ∈ A;π ∈ A∗) :

(1) Γ ] {Σ} −→ Γ ∪ {Σ ] {:≈:}}

(2) Γ ] {Σ ] {τ1 ≈ τ2}} −→ Γ ∪
{

Σ]{τ1 ≈ τ2}
] {τ2 ≈ τ1}

}

(3) Γ ]
{

Σ ]
{
τ1 ≈ τ2,
τ2 ≈ τ3

}}
−→ Γ ∪

{
Σ]

{
τ1 ≈ τ2,
τ2 ≈ τ3

}
]{τ1 ≈ τ3}

}

(4) Γ ] {Σ ] {τσ ≈ τσ}} −→ Γ ∪ {Σ ] {τσ ≈ τσ, τ ≈ τ}}

(5) Γ ]
{

Σ ]
{
τ1 ≈ τ2,
τ1σ ≈ τ1σ,
τ2σ ≈ τ2σ

}}
−→ Γ ∪


Σ]

{
τ1 ≈ τ2,
τ1σ ≈ τ1σ,
τ2σ ≈ τ2σ

}
] {τ1σ ≈ τ2σ}




(6) Γ ] {Σ ] {τ ≈ τ}} −→ Γ ∪
{

Σ ]
{
τ ≈ τ,
τ ∼ φ

}
| φ ∈ S

}
,

if ∀φ′. τ ∼ φ′ 6∈ Σ

(7) Γ ] {Σ ] {τ ∼ ψ}} −→ Γ ∪ {Σ ] {τ ∼ ψ, τ ≈ τ}}

(8) Γ ]
{

Σ ]
{
τ1 ≈ τ2,
τ1 ∼ φ1,
τ2 ∼ φ2

}}
−→ Γ, if φ1 6= φ2

(9) Γ ]
{
Σ ]

{
τ ∼ φ1,
τα ∼ φ2

}}
−→ Γ, if φ2 6∈ approp(φ1, α)

(10) Γ ] {Σ ] {τ ∼ φ}} −→ Γ ∪ {Σ ] {τ ∼ φ, τα ≈ τα}},
if τα ∈ TERM(Σ) and

approp(φ, α) 6= ∅
(11) Γ ] {Σ ] {δ,¬δ}} −→ Γ, for any positive literalδ

(12) Γ ]
{

Σ ]{
:OUTπα ≈ :OUTπα,
:INπ ∼ φ

}}
−→ Γ ∪




Σ ]{
:OUTπα ≈ :OUTπα,
:INπ ∼ φ,
:INπα ≈ :INπα

}
 ,

if approp(φ, α) 6= ∅

Each rewrite rule corresponds to a line in the definition of a normal clause. Line 3 of definition 18,
for example, demands transitivity of path equality. The corresponding rewrite rule (3) in algorithm 1
picks out a clause with two literals expressing path equalities and adds a literal expressing the path
equality resulting from transitivity, if it is not already part of the clause. Note the use of ordinary (∪)
and disjoint union (]). The last occurrence of disjoint union in the rewrite rule (3) ensures that this
rule will only apply, if the literal to be added was not part of the original clause, i.e., if transitivity for
the two literals did not already hold inΣ.

The original normalization algorithm of G̈otz (1994) consists of rules (1)–(11). Since we are dealing
with L-descriptions, we additionally have to take care of terms including the new symbols[ and].
To do so, G̈otz’s original rule (6) was modified to also define those paths which bear one the new
specifications. Note that once a path is defined in this way, the rest of the algorithm will ensure that
each subpath is also defined and that each (sub)path is assigned the possible varieties.

Finally, rule (12) is an addition to the original algorithm that is specific to lexical rule representations.
It ensures that for each path in the out-description the corresponding path in the in-description is
introduced, if it is appropriate.
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5.2.2 Semantics

We define an algorithm which realizes a function from lexical rules as specified by the linguist (LRS)
to enriched descriptions of lexical rule objects which can be given the standard set theoretical in-
terpretation defined in section 5.1. The conversion from LRS to ordinary descriptions proceeds in
two steps. First, the LRS is converted into normal form, then the normal form LRS is enriched with
additional path equalities and variety assignments to encode the framing which is only implicit in
the LRS. As a result of enriching the LRS we obtain an ordinary description, i.e., anLR, which is
interpreted in the normal way.

Enriching an LRS matrix We saw in section 5.2.1 what it means for a L-formula to be in normal
form. Now we turn to the enriching algorithm.

ALGORITHM 2 (Enriching a normalized lex rule description) The input to the enriching algo-
rithm is an LRS in normal form. A normalized LRS is a matrixΓlrs, a finite set, each element of which
represents one disjunct. Each disjunct is a clause which consists of a finite set of literals.

The enriching algorithm consists of the following three steps:

1. For every clauseΣ in the matrixΓlrs, define a new matrixΓ = {Σ}.

2. With each suchΓ obtain an enriched matrixΓe by applying the following two rewrite rules with
respect toΣ until no rules can be applied. A rule applies to a matrixΓ with respect toΣ iff the
matrix matches the left hand side of the rule and the right hand side is a valid set description
under the same variable assignment.(φ1, φ2 ∈ S; τ1, τ2 ∈ T ;α ∈ A;π ∈ A∗)

(1)
Γ′ ]

{
Σ′ ∪

{
:INπ ∼ φ1,
:OUTπ ∼ φ2

}}

]
{

Σ′′ ∪
{

:INπ ∼ φ1,
:OUTπ ∼ φ1

}} −→
Σ

Γ′ ∪
{

Σ′′ ∪
{

:INπ ∼ φ1,
:OUTπ ∼ φ1

}}

if φ1 6= φ2 and :OUTπ ∼ [ 6∈ Σ

(2) Γ′ ]
{

Σ′ ]
{

:OUTπ ∼ φ1,
:INπ ∼ φ2

}}
−→

Σ
Γ′ ∪

Σ′ ]




:OUTπ ∼ φ1,
:INπ ∼ φ2,
:INπα ≈ :OUTπα

∣∣∣∣ approp(φ1, α) ∩
approp(φ2, α) 6= ∅

}


if :OUTπα ≈ :OUTπα 6∈ Σ

3. The frame enriched LRS matrixΓlr is the union of all frame enriched matricesΓe obtained,
from which all inconsistent clauses and literals of the formτ ∼ ] and τ ∼ [ (τ ∈ T ) have
been eliminated.

Rule (1) is responsible for framing the species of paths the corresponding out-paths of which are
mentioned in the out-specification. It checks if the type on a certain in-path is compatible with
that on the corresponding out-path, i.e., it checks if the species of the in-path is assigned to both
the in and the out-path in some disjunct. If that’s the case, it eliminates the disjunct in which the
in-path and the out-path are not assigned the same species. This rule relating the typing in the out-
specification to the in-specifications is not applied for out-paths which are specified to be flattened,
i.e., if :OUTπ ∼ [ ∈ Σ.

The second rule performs framing of all parts not mentioned in the out-specification. It introduces
structure sharing between DLR-In and DLR-Out for all attributesα extending a path which is defined
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in LRS-Out in caseα is appropriate for both the path in LRS-In and the corresponding one in DLR-
Out and the path extended byα is not itself defined in DLR-Out. Note that the path extended byαwill
be defined in DLR-Out in case that path was specified with a flat or sharp instruction, thus keeping
the rule from framing a path equality without requiring a special treatment for these instructions.

5.3 An example

To illustrate the formalization with a complex case of a lexical rule, let us take a look at an example
taken from Pollard & Sag (1994), the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (CELR). There are two
reasons for looking at this example. On the one hand the signature is explicitly given by Pollard and
Sag. This is necessary to understand what goes on with a lexical rule specification. On the other
hand, the CELR is rather difficult to express without a formalized lexical rule mechanism and can
cause unwanted results under some interpretations as discussed by Höhle (1995). So this makes it
a good test case to see whether we’ve made things any clearer, even though a lot of the possibilities
which we envisaged in the design of the lexical rule specification language will naturally play no role
in this particular case.

The CELR as provided by Pollard & Sag (1994:378) which we already briefly mentioned in the
discussion around figure 9 is repeated in figure 39 below.


ARG-ST

〈
. . . , 3 ,. . .

〉
COMPS

〈
. . . , 3

[
LOC 1

]
,. . .

〉
INHER|SLASH 2


 7→


ARG-ST

〈
. . . , 4

[
LOC 1 , INHER|SLASH

{
1
}]

,. . .
〉

COMPS
〈

. . . . . .
〉

INHER|SLASH
{

1
}
∪ 2




Figure 39: The CELR as specified by Pollard & Sag (1994)

This original specification is written down using a number of shorthands, such as abbreviated fea-
ture paths and the use of “. . . ”. To clarify the intended interpretation of the rule, Pollard & Sag
(1994:fn. 36) write “The intended interpretation of the lexical rule is that all occurrences of3 in the
input (except for the one on theCOMPSlist, which is eliminated in the output) are to be replaced in
the output by a specification4 , which is exactly like3 except that it bears the additional specifica-
tion

[
INHER|SLASH

{
1
}]

. This will ensure, for example, that in the case of a raising-to-object verb, the
complement subject synsem object remains token-identical with theSUBCAT element corresponding
to the “extracted” subject (e.g., in who I expectedto come.).”

As a first step towards formalizing this lexical rule specification, we need to eliminate the informal
shorthands. As explicit representation, we obtain the probably intended lexical rule specification
shown in figure 40.


ARG-ST 7 ⊕

〈
3 | 8

〉
SYNSEM

[
LOC|CAT|VAL |COMPS 6 ⊕

〈
3
[

LOC 1
]
| 5

〉
NLOC|INHER|SLASH 2

] 7→




ARG-ST 7 ⊕
〈[

LOC 1

NLOC|INHER|SLASH
{

1
}]| 8

〉

SYNSEM

[
LOC|CAT|VAL |COMPS 6 ⊕ 5

NLOC|INHER|SLASH
{

1
}
∪ 2

]



Figure 40: An explicit version of the CELR

In eliminating the “. . . ” notation we, however, had to introduce the operator⊕ for the append relation
and we left the∪ operator for the set union relation from the original specification. Since we based
our lexical rule specification language on SRL, which does not provide such relations as first class
citizens, we would need to introduce these relations into our ontology and refer to them using a so-
called junk-slot encoding of relations (Aı̈t-Kaci 1984, King 1992, Carpenter 1992). Alternatively, one
could redefine the lexical rule specification language and its interpretation to be based on an extension
of SRL with relations as provided by the Relational Speciate Re-entrant Language (RSRL) (Richter
et al. 1999, Richter 1999). Since the different ways to encode relations in HPSG are a separate issue
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and we do not want to complicate the example further with a junk-slot encoding of the relations
append and union, we base our illustration on a simplified version of the CELR. Instead of treating
any element onCOMPS and ARG-ST with any SLASH set, the particular instance of the CELR we
discuss extracts the second element onCOMPSandARG-ST for entries with an emptySLASH set.

Figure 41 shows how the simplified CELR can be specified by the linguist using our setup. As usual
with lexical rules, only those parts which are intended to be changed need to be mentioned. No type
or path equality elimination is needed for this example.


ARG-ST|REST|FIRST 3

SYNSEM

[
LOC|CAT|VAL |COMPS|REST

〈
3
[

LOC 1
]
| 5

〉
NLOC|INHER|SLASH{}

] 7→


ARG-ST|REST|FIRST|NLOC|INHER|SLASH

{
1
}

SYNSEM

[
LOC|CAT|VAL |COMPS|REST 5

NLOC|INHER|SLASH
{

1
} ] 


Figure 41: Lexical rule specification of a simplified CELR

Since no typing information is specified in LRS-Out and those attributes which have types as values
that have subtypes (HEAD, NUCLEUS, RESTIND, DTRS, etc.) are not mentioned in LRS-Out, all
the work to map the CELR into a description is done by the rewrite rule that adds path equalities
between the in- and the out-description. The DLR resulting from enriching the CELR is shown in
figure 42.27 To distinguish the tags present in the lexical rule specification from the tags representing
path equalities which were added by the enriching algorithm, the latter start with number 10 and are
marked in grey. Also, the attributes that were part of the original specification are underlined. For
each of these defined paths normalization introduced a specification :τ ≈ :τ to mark which paths are
defined and species specifications :τ ∼ φ. So, the species along the underlined paths in figure 42
are introduced by normalization. The path equalities represented by the grey tags are introduced
by enriching: Along the defined paths the appropriate attributes are introduced and path equalities
between paths in the in-specification and the out-specification are added for those attributes which
directly extend a defined path but are not themselves defined, i.e., underlined.

Note that the element on theARG-ST list of the output which corresponds to the one that is extracted
from the COMPS list turns out to be identical to the element on the input’sARG-ST list except for
the NLOC|INHER|SLASH specification. This is just what was intended but what in the absence of
a formalized lexical rule mechanism was not formally expressed in the original formulation of the
CELR as discussed by Pollard & Sag (1994:378, fn. 36).

Finally, let us turn to the problem with the CELR discussed in Höhle (1995). It consists of the
apparent need to modify certain path equalities before ‘copying them over’ from the in-specification
to the out-specification. More concretely, assume a CELR removing the second element of aCOMPS

list applies to an input which includes a path equality involving the fourth element of theCOMPSlist,
i.e., the pathREST|REST|REST|FIRST. Since the second element is eliminated by the lexical rule, the
path equality in the output has to refer to the third element (REST|REST|FIRST) instead of the fourth in
order to involve the same entity as in the input. Simply transferring path equalities from the input to
the output therefore does not seem to provide the intended result. Looking over the characterization
of the problem, it becomes apparent that it is closely tied to the traditional MLR interpretation of
lexical rules as mapping between descriptions. Under the DLR formalization presented above, path
equalities between the in- and the out-specification ensure the framing of unchanged properties. This
means that path equalities holding in the input are not transferred as such but as the result of the
transitivity of path equality. Ḧohle’s problem therefore does not arise under our DLR approach.

27To take a place in the theory, the description in figure 42 is included as one of the disjuncts on the right-hand side of the
constraint onlex rule which we saw in figure 14. In the figure, the feature namesF andR are used as abbreviated notation
for thene list attributesFIRST andREST.
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Figure 42: The explicit DLR resulting from enriching the CELR of figure 41
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6 Summary

In this paper, we discussed the status of the lexicon and the possibilities for expressing lexical general-
izations in the paradigm of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar. We showed that the architecture
readily supports the use of lexical principles to express so-called vertical generalizations, i.e., gener-
alizations over a class of word objects. We then turned to horizontal generalizations and investigated
a possibility to formalize lexical rules based on SRL as a logical basis for HPSG. First, we defined
lexical rules so that they can be constrained by ordinary descriptions. Then we explored and defined
a lexical rule specification notation which allowed us to leave certain things implicit. Finally, we
showed how we can get from the lexical rule specification to the explicit lexical rule constraints.

Even though the two approaches to interpreting an LRS we discussed, the MLR and the DLR ap-
proach, share many aspects, it is important to understand that the way in which these approaches do
the actual interpretation is very different. In the MLR approach, an algorithm is supplied which, in-
dependent of the rest of the theory, takes a set of lexical entries, and constructs a (possibly infinite) set
of derived lexical entries resulting from lexical rule application. In the DLR approach, the interpre-
tation of an LRS is divided into two steps: First, the LRS is transformed into an ordinary constraint
which is integrated into the theory. The real interpretation of the LRS as a relation extending the set
of grammatical word objects is left to the second step, where the whole theory is interpreted in the
ordinary way.

We believe there are some nice properties of such a DLR approach: First of all, apart from the
mapping from the specification to explicit constraints, we did not add any additional machinery to the
logic. The semantics of the lexical rule specification after the mapping is provided by the ordinary
definition of the interpretation of an HPSG theory in SRL. The advantage this has for the linguist is
that when it comes down to seeing exactly what a certain lexical rule specification means, (s)he can
always take a look at the resulting enriched, fully explicit descriptions of lexical rules in the language
used to write the rest of the HPSG theory, instead of having to interpret the lexical rule specification
directly in some kind of additional formal system.

Second, the mapping from lexical rule specifications to explicit constraints is done independent of the
lexical entries. It suffices to look at a lexical rule specification and the signature to determine what
remained implicit in the lexical rule specification and how it can be made explicit. This is possible
because HPSG is built on a type feature logic and a closed word interpretation of a type hierarchy.

Third, the approach presented is highly modular and adaptable to the linguist’s needs: One can decide
on the data structure for lexical rules one likes best (relations or ordinary descriptions), alter/extend
the lexical rule specification language in a way one likes, and alter/extend the rewrite rules which
enrich lexical rule specifications to ordinary descriptions in a way one likes. This is important until a
real discussion of possibilities and linguistic consequences of various setups has shown what linguists
working in HPSG really want to write down and what it’s supposed to mean.

And finally, taking descriptions of lexical rule objects as underlying encoding in the way proposed in
this paper makes it possible to hierarchically group lexical rules and express constraints on (groups
of) lexical rules. This allows us to express general principles every lexical rule has to obey, and it
makes it possible to express that a group of lexical rules shares certain properties.
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